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CHAPTER I
re"

a

INTRODUCTION',- STATEMENT OF PURPOSE, AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS-

This study examines the racial attitudes of eighty-

r ,

three white children, grades three through'sixvihO live in

a community which is approximately half black and.half white.

Intote and education are similar for both races.- 'The purpose

of the study is tviefold; to test hypotheses about the effect

of'equal status interracial contact -and to investigate

parental perception of their children's adaptation to inter=.
0'

racialisang. Two populations were examined; white

children in grades three through six i!4 the public school

_ which was 81 percent black during the year studied and Ni-u,

children who live in.tElle) same community and attend the sate

grade's in a variety of secular and religious private schoole.

t

The public school system was over :96 'Percent black at the

,
,

elementary level during the 19741.-75 schdol yar, the year

studied.

The Schools and RacialtIntegration'

The-schools have been one important_focus of public

policy intended-to bring American blacks into the full and

'7

5
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r

equal participation which our constitutional system

guarantees every citizen. The Senate Select Committee on

Equal Educational Opportunity stated1tsyosition,in 1970.

"For more than a century, the goal of this Nat4On has been

a just and open society - in which citizens. associate freely

as they wiiha in which-race And religion are no handicap,

above all,. .a societS, in which each Child is horn with -a -real

and equal chance for a productive and useful life. Achieve-

ment of that goal cannot be grounded upon a system of publib

education which perpetuates,. for- all. timer, the results of

past discrimination." In the same year,- President Nixon

articulated the official American position in favor of

racial
mixing in the schooli, "We all knOw that desegregation

is vital to quality education, not only from the standpoint

of raising the'achievement level of the disadvantaged, but

also. from the standpoint of helping all children achieve a

'broadbased human understanding that, ndreasingly in essential

in today's world."2

1U. S. Senate? Toward Equal Edu&ttional Opportunity

'(New York: AMS Press, Inc., 1974), p. 187.

'2Speech by Richard Nixon on May 211, 1970 quoted in

ibid., p. 190.

;f
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=

"The public schools of America are-curx!ehtly*beiRg

called upon to accomplish pernaps.the greatest social mission

in.the'nation's history, full'integratienof.'minorIty,groups

into the society.l.Udquestionably, schools have borne the
'

H

.

-,--brunt of carrying out the inteDt of the constitution coh-. .

, ( 'i

x -

-- 4 cerhing equality Of opportunity-and realization of human
-____- ,t .

.. ,".

potchtial.,,Inithis,effort it Was been confronted by ,the

, .

intertia of some social institutions such as "the church and

the hostility and opposition of others'such as the :family.'!3
.4 .

.
47 ,

Because of segregated residential patterns , the dese7,
,

.

.'0.-.

gregation of pubiic,schoOls.has been partly attempted by
.... - ,

. .

.. ,
.

busing as mandated by.the courts. The furor-over.busingi
,- 2.'* ,

'including advocacy by Some of a constitutional amendment to

---_-__.prohibit busing for raeial, reasons. and the disturbances over'

.
,

v,

busilhg in Louisville, Kentucky and Boston, Massachusetts on

the-opening of the 1975-76 school year, 4 demonstrate that .

this
== .

-desegregation by ,means is difficult. Moreover, 'many-
. .

large cities are becoming increasingly-black'and hre\-.-majority'

blick-sdhool systems. .
.

3Thomas H. Buxton, Keith W. Prichard, Charles M. Bingham,

Charles E. Jackson and Loutricia Talps: "Black and White 0

-- Teachers and Desegregation," Integrated Education 12 -

(-January-April 1974), p. 19.
Y

4"The Busing Dilemma," Time_ Magazine,, September 22, 1975,

lipp. 7-15. .

9
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--.-\ t tie beginning of-the,1 /5 school'yearthe District
4

,40 00')
1 . 'i ''

-...i5f,ColuM .a -school system was ninety-Six percent black at .the.
. . , '

A f '
t :, / .

'
t

' elementary school level, grades'one through six.5 Detroit..

.

'

,.

" schools in, all gradegare 7g..i percent .black in 1975;6. thOsthose'

.

. 1.

of-Memphi/s/7b,26 .percent black.7 As long ago as J972,'the
. .

.public e,ementai'y SchOol population of Chidago was 56 percent ..

,
,,,,

.

black of Gary 64 percent, of ShreVeport_96. percent, of St.
/

/ .
.

Louis 6$ perdenti.o'f Atlanta 84
i

percent ,

. 0 .

, .

If we hold
.

to Interracial education as \goal, then,in

many place s the alterhatives.,are busing across political

?

boundaries_and/or increased residential integration. Aftei,

examining what is 'known ab-oUt-th'e imi5aCt of interracial

schooling on. children, Nancy St.. John suggestsPerbapeit

is iime to reconsider..the possibility 'of residential deseg-
.

regatiOn;in our metropolitan areas. In the.1960'sc,a vigorous'
,

I

fair 'housing mdiveMent gained momentum, and- legislation against

discrimination was `enacted in many states and cities.. ,If that

_.

(5Personal communication, D. C..Board'of,Education,.
Diyision of Research. ,

_ .

6Detrolt.,(Mic1l,igan) News, October 28, 1975.
Aft.

7The Commercial Appeal (Memphis, Tennessee), November 10,

1976.

7AJames Coleman, Sata D* 'Kelly, John A. Moore. Trends !in

.SchoOl Segregation, :1968 -73, (D. C.f., Urban Institute, 1975).%
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4.:
movement -were 'revitalized, iif7'legislatives166pholes were

..- ,' ' r 3
1 '

% .

.. 14.
_

;tiglgned anti, thOdiscrimS i.natory -practibeS Of real, estate
..«

..---. ,,,,
.. e

/
..1 ...

( ':

and 'ban .firms were eliminated, it might be poW e'

.

.
.

.

.

for
.

houS. vIg(to.ishard with the schools' the idsponsibi:litly of
0

-

. .

desegregating our

. .
.

Society.i " Busid.acros politial boon-

- ' .i
f i.

, «,
i," "..

,
,

daries involves the difficulties of cooperation between . ;s,

:' - -
, 't

.

,
A

- ,*

.- -

. several pOlfticalAurisdictions as well-as
,

verm long distancee.. .
..

)
.. .

e .

to be,traveledln some of our larger cities .,k Kesidefttial:
.

-,
. .

integration; 4,1 it is attainable, and thenAturallyintegrated 7
,

. schools "urhi.c1Carise therefrom seem-a simpler solution:
4.

.

e
( . -k* 4

.

t.. ''The'courts"-have,recognized the close-association
.

I ,
.

.

, .
.

. ., .e.

between segregated housing and segregated schools: In 4

i .*

discussing, hit ,onon Hart vs. CoMmunity School 'Board'
i

4

pf Brooklyn, Judge JacO. Weinstein said, "flOuSing 4nq, I

al

tchobl.patterns'feedon eachOther. The segregated schools \.,'

,

J
-

X

I.
6

discourage middle class whites from moving intb'tbe area and
, - , 4-

-

the segregated housing patterns lead to segregated schdals"
r,

,
. .

tiA
ft. , t.

.

He enjoined the Public housing authority t take steps 'to

.
/

desegregate hibusing in the Mark lwaih slooldisti:i4i
I

,.

8Rahcy'St.'John, S6hoolDesegreg fidn: Outcomes. for

Children, (New York';',JOhn Wiley g 'Sone 1925),

9Jack"B. Weinstein, "The Mark wain School.Decitibp,"

Integrated Education 12 (January-Apr 1 1974), p. way,:
44

,

4
,,

4
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Americans may be ready for ,wide spread residential
\

integration. Hermalin and Farley, found that, ,"The attitudinal,.

,

4 . .receptivity and economid,pptential
exit for Offensive neigh-

'borhOod residential
integration, and these can achieve the

dual goals of integrated scbt..'s and neighbdihood schoolt."10

It has been assumed that children Benekit'from racially

mixed' education. Black children'
are assumed 0 be 'better able

to compete-iRLAperican
sooi'ety;, white

children to become less

o

-prejudiced more accepting of blaq than Americans have-peen

.in- the past, It is not clear whether or. not these things

actually happen or what 'the associated, bosts are. One

difficulty has been 'the confusion of social class issues with

race. A Situation in which social class is simila2 fpr 'both

races permits'ketter focus on racial issues without the

,. confusion of social 'Class issues.

Prevalance of the Issue

0

't

,..
..:. -

,

. _
.

-, i;, the community
organization in the community studied is

one
.

of seventy
-'four-orianiatiOns with a ppointegration

.

focus which, have united together as NationalNeighbors11-to

prOmote.interracial living. National Neighbors members were

.

3 °Albert I.Heinalin and Reynolds Farley, "The Potential

for Residential Integration-in.eities:and
Suburbs,".American

Sociological Review 31-(October
197), p. §.96.

,

,
.

.

11National Neighbors,
17,Maplewoo..6 Mall, Philadelphia,

sit.PA l9];44."
.

. r

.

't
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.

Varied by letter in an attempt to determine the, extent to

which white children of,primary age attend predominantly
44,

4

black-schools. See letter in appendix. .Fourteen

organizations responded, ten of which report one or more

,``schools in which there are a minority of white-children.

".

4'

The schbols are an important issue in the National Neiebors_

communities:- In a repOrt to the National Neighbors Boad,

i5ralee Beach spoke to, the issue of improving local,school'. .

. an especially complicated undertaking-that encompasses the.
6

perceived quality-of them, flight from them, and extremely

diverse assumptions, ideas.and feelings.about them.. She
YA ,

pointed out that school population seldom if ever reflects

the interracial character of Our communities, which4s a

strqng indicator that we must examine ourselves asie-seek

-resolution of our public.school dilemma."
12

This community is unusual because the similar high
.

socioeconomic status of blaCks and whites is accompanied by

white Minority status in the public school.--NancySt. John
. Taxed

e
writes thatcit is Aportapt to look at children in racially/

schools where the children are of the same social class so
. * '

12Neighbors 5 (SUMmer 19 15) 5 p .2.

1:3
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that racial variables are not confused with those of social

clasf. But, "If the school is middle class,'it will rarely

be mostly,black.
H13 According to Rose Heli;er'in her review

0
of the'literature, most integrated neighborhoods have few

blacks.

Communities aikethis one may become increasingly'

common. The increasing blackness of many large cities Implies

that Many white children will be minority children in their

schools, at least while their'cOmmunities are racially

changing. As mentioned above, many school systems.are

alreap majority black at the elementary level. Thus, white

,children are already a minority in some'schools and school

systems' and the number-16f such children is lik'ly'to increase.

In the past, communities often changed from completely

white to Completely black within a year or so. This commu-

nity has been racially mixed for about 15 years and seems

likely toccontinue to remain so. The "existence, of National

Neighbors testifies to the recent desire and willingness of

blacks and whites in Sufficient,numbers for at least sOMe

small success in keeping their communities Multiracial. If

`public policy'should change to encourage interracial 'resi-
.

dential living patterns, It is reasonable to assume that there

I;

..
13St. John, p. 12:

'



will be more situations in which white children live in

communities with a substantial -black population or in which

white children are in the minority in their public schools.

Public policy itself could have that effect as it is unfair

to, place
4
thi burden of integration on pioneer blacks. Any

public policy to promote interracial communities would surely

include white people moving into largely black communities.

Research Questions

.

The research questions are formulated for a sltuation

in which blacks and whites are similar for social class;

they are prosperous and well educated. Does interracial

living affect racial attitude in thg_anticipated positive

direction? How are the -racial attitudes of white children

affected by minority status in a school situation? Are age

and sex significant factors in the formation of racial

attitudes? For children id.the same interracial community

are racial attitudes affected by attendance-,at a

predominantly Llack public school as compared to a predomi-

./7

nantly white private school? How do white parents perceive

their children's experiences in interracial living? 'These

are some of the questions this'study will try to answer for

one community.

'

,
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Relevance to Social Work

The implications-of this study are important to social

work both on the public policy and practice levnls. Racial

prejudice results in disorder and socialjalrest and is a

negation of the American ideal of judging each man on his

merits. More positive racial attitudes and the willingness

pf Americans to freely choose to associate across racial

lines is a social good. Yet,. for every good there is a cost.

Br understanding what is actually happening-to children in

interracial situation's, social work practitioners,

.
,

particularly in the schools and as community organizers,

. - .
.

,

would be better able to maximize the 'benefits of-interracial
.

living while minimizing the costs to both-blacks and whites.

Such a cast-benefit analysis is complex. "School

-desegregation is-,6 many sided phenomenon, whose effects may be

simultaneously-beneficial to children in some respects and

detrimental in other respectse"14 The subjective perceptions

of parents about 'theii, children's adaptations to interracial
1

living are crucial for devising programs
= which help parents

work out perceived difficulties so that they do not-flee to

one,race Communities,

14St, John, p. xi.

1.0
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tocial work is an,eclectic - field which uses the insights

of all'the social sciences to ,promote adaptive change. 'Where

we do not have sufficient information, it is-sometime's

appropriate to do the research ourselves even though it is

beyond the narrow focus of practice. Real orperceivececosts
r-

associated with.fesidential
integration must be recognized

and dealt with or the success of the effort will be compromised.

Helping children cope with the stresses of interracial

living so that they may have its benefits is a chalienge to

our ability to help children learn to cope with stress'pro-

1

ductively. The challenge is to keep the right to be "different

while respecting differences. OP jthis subject, Erik Erikson-
,

says,-"For even within a wider identity, -man meets man always

in catenaries (be theyadult and child, man and woman,

employer and employees leader. and follower, majority and
,;

minority) and:#'humani
interrelations can truly be'only the

expression of divided-function and the concrete overcoming

of the specific
aMbiiralencA inherent in them: that is why

I came to reformulate the Golden Rule as one.fhat command s

us always to act in such a way that the-identities of =both-

the actor andtIie one acted upon are enhanced."15

'ISErik H. Erikson, Identity:
Youth'and-Crisis, (New

York, W. W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1968), p. 316.,

17

4
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The Setting

The school district studied comprises, one census tract

in Washington, D. C. and that census tract is here referred

to as the community. The houses in the community acre large

substantial Structures on tree lined streets. They range

t-

frOm "c=fortable frame to elaborate mansion -like houses.

More than half of the homes were bdilt before 1939, are

.
is-

attractive and well maintained. The.median value of.houses

in the area in 1970 was $41',300. The sale price of houses

haS apparently incre'ased.suhstantially
since then, Vere

are a few apartment buildings located at the eastern

boundary of the community which isi-a_commexial street, but

the overwhelming majority of homes, eighty -eight percent,

are single family dwellings-Owned by-the occupants." The

median number of rooms,in the houses is 7.,4. The median

number of people in Occupied homes is 3.1,..of renters

2.1.16

There are.tk) main sections-of the community, one east

of a main thoroughfare and ,one- to the west. The- houses- in

16U. S. Department ofiCdtmercef,

- Census for 1970, Block Statistics.,

13

dreau of the Census,
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the eastern section-had in 1970 a mean value of 536,280 and

fifty-two percent of the population was black, while thOse--

in the western section had a mean value of $51,893 and.forty-

*two percent of the popuration was black.I7

The community began to change racially around 1960 with

some attendent wi to flight. Two factors were probably most

important in continuing to attract white familie's to the

community; one, that well contructed, attractive housing was

available at prices below costs elsewhere in the city or

close-in suburbg,and'two, the efforts of a commbnity

organization encompassing an area larger than the community

which had a vigorous pro-integration focus in the early

years of racial change. Tie community organization fought

block busting and racial steering, advertised itself

nationally, and maintained a free housing service to help

families interested in living in an integrated community

find housing in the area.

Today, white families buy from blacks and black

families buy from whites. This, situation meets the test for

an integrated community: one- in wHich whites, and blacks are.

17Computed from Census of 1970, Block Statistics

MY.
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currently roving into houses of comparable -..aluej8 Updated

statistics on the,racial
composition of the community are

not available, but this researcher's
impressiOn is that it

has remained about the same. The public school, however,

has become more black as shown in Table 10. 'This researcher'

could find no statistics for-public vs. private school

dttend.mce by race. H6wever, in,1970, seventy-two percent

of the children, kindergarten through high school attended

public schools; at the elementary level, seventy-nine percent

were in public school.
.

There were only seventeen people identified asSPanish

surnamed or Spanish speaking in the community during 1970.

:There are few of other racesso that the non-black population'

is essentially white. The community is proOeous., Median

family, income in1969 for all races =was 421;129;-with, g Mean.

Of $24,459. Black median income was $20,7.88, a difference of

less than twoPercent. Median years of education for blacks

over twenty-five was 15.9, .for,tFkeniire community 14.6.

Eighty-three point five percent. of the black population over

182ose Helper, "White People's Reactions to Having

Black People as Neighbor :Current Patterns," Eric

082 077, 1973, p., 43.
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twenty-five finished'high school vs. eight-one point eight

percent of the entire community. Other parameters show a-
.

similar distribution. The median value of homes owned by P

blacks was $43,200 compared to $41,400 for.the total pcpula-
,

For a comparison of the occupational distribution of

the black and non-black population, see Table 12 in the

appendix. Note that a larger percentage. of blacks than

others are professional. 'Cramer' V fot the association of

race and occupation is .149.

The. self identified.bladk pbpulation 'ranges in. color

from white to dark brown. There are a number of racially

mixed marriages and white familieiwho have adopted black

and/or oriental. children.

The School
, .

,

1n October 1974 the school system had 62,988 students

In- grades one through six. The elementary -school population

was at most just dverithree percent white. See Table 10in

I the appendix.

The' elementary school in the community is lOcated

approximately in the middle of the communityso that, although

4
the area- it`--draws from is large, all children are within

N
N

walking distance , The school - includes' grades prekindergarten

through six. Many rie\ighborhpvd families who dater send their
'

-fp
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'Children to priliate school.use the prekindergarten and

kindergarten. Because these grades are 'not representative

of the school l-population in general"-, only grades one through

.

six ar includedncluded in.the discussion pf-the school.

As of'October 1974, there'Were 407 children in grades

one through six in the school;,21 black, five Spanish-

) s _

surnamed, two Asians and seventy-nine children classified'

as other which includes whites. The one through six facUlty

consisted of fourteen classroom teachers of whom nine were

black, five white. There were a number of special services

'teachers. They included a counselor, a'speecti(theraPisi,

a physical education teacher, a school based special services

teacher, math and-scien6e 'specialists a French teacher and

a librarian, 'Most were black. The principal is black.

Black culture and history are emphasizedin the school.,

All Children pirticipate in programs 'AO: 'Black History Week

and Martin'Luther King, Jr.'s birthday. The birthdays of

Malcolm X and-.Martin Luther King. Jr. are school holidays

and the birthdays of other black notablesare commemorative

days.

Summary'.

This.study,concerns the racial attitudes of eighty-three'

children who have completed,.grades three_through six in a

racially mixed community and the `effect on those attitudes

22
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of attendence at a predominantly,black public school as

compared to predominantly white private :schools; 'Parental

perceptions of the children's adaptations to, a racially

mixed,community,are also studied. The community in quebtion

is a ,prOsperous one of single family homes-in which the

q socioeconomic class.of blacks and whites isc-similar. The

public school system is almost completely black; the

neighborhood elementary school is eightp"one percent black,

grades one through six.-,Although this situation is unusual

today, it is likely to be repeated in other large cities in

the near; future.

A

e
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`CHAPTER -II

TBE LITERATURE

Meyer Weinberg, author of several reviews of. the-.

literature, on desegregation said in 1975, "Desegregation

research is a new Unique area of scholarly inquiry in that

it 'has no literature. There are many.individual studies,

but no real body of principal finding6 of which the great

mass-of researchers are even aware , .
a And.further,

"Very few studies aftnrd_insight into the behavior of white

students-Under desegregation."2 This appears to be the

--actual state of the literature on the racial attitudes of

white grammar school children who are in contact with blacks

according to this investigation's search. There was almost

1_Meyer Weinberg, "A-Critique of Coleman," Integrated

Education 13, -(September-October 14-2-.

7 2Meyer Weinberg, Desegregation Research: An Appraisal,
CBloomington, Indiana, Phi Delta Kappa," May' 1970,, 13$.228.

24
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nothirg that I found on white children id sbhools where-thd?

3 `
- 9

are in the minority. Because /f this the researcher -will try

r
.

to bring together'theories from various of the socialscienaes

and studies of children. in interracial settings to put to-

_

gether a framework of ideas wpich.mighthelp expl4in the data

'S and validate the instrumentslused.

The purpose of this 6-eddy is twofold: t test hypotheses

about the effect.of equal st tus interracial contact on the

attitudes of white children toward blacks and to investigate

parental perceptions of ther.idap:fation 'of theii? ch'ildren to

'a
interracial living. The adaptation og white children to

I

interracial livink has beenistudied little and it is hoped

that the .interviews with patents will= suggest variables 'for

further investigation..

The literature review is divided into. two parts. The'

first deals with the, racial attitudes of white children and

,90

the hypotheses for this study, derived from theory and research.

The second part discusses those vai,iables not preViously co

-Yvered which seem td 'Contribute substantially to the formation

..:-7df racial attitude and adaptation to_interricia/ living. The

.second section forms the basis for the,questionhaire used

with parents of children studies. To follow the discussion,

it.is mecessary to define basic terms, for example what is

e
La J

A.

7
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. _

meant bY.attitude, whatconsItitutes a non-segregated setting
----

.
. . -,..

and to,e lore whether exposure to dominant, Aiericah anti=
,

black attitudes is necessarily universal in this country.

Attitude is generally-conceived of as. having three parts:

4
the covlitive (beliefs),.the affective (feelings); and the

,

-. ..,
..

,

behaviidsai (actions) or donative (mind set predisposing to
.

ladtion). For example, Erlich says, "An attitude is ah inter-
.

'related set of propositions about an obje',cf or clas'4.of

A 4

'action." In this"scheme, beliefs andibehavioraa.:intentions,

*are separate. t Ali agree that the'affective,,cognitive

and spects of favorable or unfavorable. response
A

to an'object .re closely intertwined. In Chapter III there

will be a discussion of the intruments used tb measure thee

objects "which are. organized around cognitivehavio'ral, and

affeCtive dimehbions."3, Some prefer a narrower.definition.

.

-

-"Attitude', no matter how defined, is only one determintnt of

aaspects of attitude.

3Nol4ard J. thrlich, The Social Psychology of Prejudice,
(New York, John .Wiley'& Sons, 19730 ,op. 4%

"4John C. Brigham and Theodore A: Weissbach,,editors,
Radial Attitudes, in America, (New York, Harper and Row, 1972),

p. 79.
^0
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The literature on'racial mixingin the schools 5.§

careful to 'distinguishletween-Le&egated, integr4ted and,

desegregated, sometimes called unsegregated., Segregated
. .

4 refers to groupings of one race. Desegreg.ited or

4

C

unsegregated groupings include several,.reces who are-in

physibal proximity-. Integrated groupings .are those in which 47:-

several races are physically together in an atmosphereof

Mutual respect and acceptance. the community which is the_

opic of this paper is probably "integrated", but I will refer

to'it as.ihterracial.

`Much of the literature on prejudice and interracial

attitudes attempts tO correlate personality type, as it

develops out of specific child rearing patterns, with

prejudiced attitudes, ideas, feeliftb-and benaviors. Such

material is outside the scope of this paper.

Anti-black prejudice as a .gene= a1 attitude in-the

United States has been well docuMented, although there is

evidenee that such prejudice is lessening.
5 "American

5Hazel Erigkine; "The Pals! Interracial Socializing",
Public Opinion Quarterly 37, (Spring 1973).
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childreA regardless of rce-or region can hardly escape

exposure to /he values implicit in pervasive practices" $,

for example, racial-segregationland other-effects of racism,

according to Mary Ellen Goodman. For the country as a. whole,

this statement is probably still as.time as when Goodman

wrote it in the time of tie de jure'segregation. However,

matters May well be different'for white children twelve years

.

old or less who have spent most or all of'their lives in a
4

prosperous interracial community in a city which is more than

70 percent black and which. is administered by, and employs,

numerous, highIyvisible black people. If, in addition,

they attend a school which is 81 percent blaCk in an almost

totally black school system stressing black history and

culture,.their knowledge of current anti-black feelingl may

bequitelimited. The exposure of white public school

children ilLthe community to anti-black attitudes may-be

limited even as compared to children in the saMe community

, who attend predominantly'white schools,outside of the

community.
k

6Mary Ellen Goodman, Race Awareness in Young Children,

(New York, Collier Books, 196", revised), p. 257,

4 3
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Contact vs. Equal Status Contact

' As long ago as 1929, Bruno Lasker wrote-that "Lack pf

contact in itself may more fully impress upon the child the

race'attitudes of his elders than any positive saying or

doing on thei; part."7 It is widely assumed in the literature

that contact in the classroom by itself is sufficient to

improve racial attitudes, particularly those of_whites toward

blacks. John Mann in 1959 used Sociometric choices' for his

study of attitude change of white college studefits after

their first experience in'interraciaI classrooms." He said,

"These findings tend to support the overall hypothesis that

interracial grodp contact reduces racial prejudice."8

Thomas Pettigrew testified before the U. Z. Senate Committee

on Equality of Educational Opportunity that "Adults who

experienced as children integrated schooling differ from

comparable white's in their greater willingness 'to reside in

an interracial neighborhood, tohave their children attend

7Bruno Lasker,-Race Attitudes in Children, (New York,

. Greenwood Press, 1968, copyrighted 1922), p. 115.

1
8John Mann, "The Relationship Between Cognitive,

Affective, and Behavioral /aspects of Racial Prejudice,

Journal of Social Psychology 49, (May 1959),p. 151.

29
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interracial schools and to have black friends. For both-
.

black and white adults, then, integrated education did in

fact prepare its product for interracial living as adults."9

The former COmmissioner of Ed4Cation of Masachusetts,

Dr. Neil Sullivan, testified that "The payoff in school

integration is in early childhood and primary schools ., :;t10

It is assumed that children will accept each other:if there

is no- adult 'interfe'rence. "Children of different races tend

to play and learn together very easily if,adnits do not put

them off With. their own fears and superstitions. The school

is therefore, Of great importance ad' .the obvious instrument

for achieving integration."11

9U. S. Senate, p. 229'.

19Ibid, p.

11Sir Edward Boyle, British Minister of Education,
Hansard, Novemberi 27, 1963, columns 437-444, as cited in
Meyer Weinberg, Integrated Education, (Beverly Hills,
California, The G encoe Press, 1960-, p. 336."
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Studies have been done in racially mixed schools with

varying results. Darcha-n Sachdeva found that personal

contacts improved the racial attitudes of 7th and 8th graders /2'

in 'racially mixed schools..12, Mary Ann Lachat determined that

positive attitude.associated with interracial schooling

depended on'teachers, community and equal status contact.
13

Sandra Koslin, et al. found that racially balanded classes

produced the moslapbsitive racial attitudes as cdmpared to

segregated and racially unbalanced classroom3.14 Robert

Dentler and Constance Elkins found in one case that anti-

black findings were most prominent in a naturally unsegregated

setting and least prominent in a segregaied.white school of

high socioeconomic Class. These findings were accounted for

12Darshan Sachdeva, "A Measurethent of Changes in

Interracial Student Attitudes in Desegregated Schools,"
Journal of Educational Research 66, (May-June 1973).

13Mary Ann Lachat, "A Description and COmparison of the

Attitudes of White High School Seniors Toward Black Americans

in Three Suburban High Schools: An All White, a Desegregated,

and an Integrated High School," (Doctoral Dissertation,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1972).

14Sandra Koslin, Bertram Koslin, Richard Pargament,
Harvey Waxman, "Classroom Racial Balance and Students Inter-

, racial Attitudes," Sociology of Education 45 (Fail 1972).

rj
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by-the observation that the naturally unsegregated school

was in an area of racial transition15 in which the fleeing

whites may have had heightened anti-black feelings... Low

prejudice is often associated in the literature with high

social class. Dorohy Singer, in his study of the effect

on attitude of racially mixed schooling of fifth graders

found that racial attitudes were.generally,affected in

positive direction and that 'Rather than judging In a
7

global way, using stereotypes and negative, images, the child

in contact with members df a difEerent racial group is able

to differentiate among members of the group and see a whole
4

a

range of characteristics and traits.'! -6

In general, the scant literature othe effect on

attitude of interracial contact ih contradictory. "Positive,

negative and mixed findings have beeh reported for all sage

0

.levels, but, positive_ findings are somewhat" more frequently

reported -for younger white children and for older blacks."17

15Robert A. Dentler and Constance Elkins, "Intergroup

Attitudes, Academic Performanbe and Racial' Composition," in

Robert A. Dentler, Bernard Mackler, Mary Ellen Warshauer, The

Urban R's (New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 4.967).

A

16Dorothy Singer, "Interracial Attitudes of Negro and

White 5th Grade Children in Segregated and Unsegregated Schools

(Doctoral Dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia University,

1966), I). 110.

liSt. Johni1). 77.
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"Findings are contradictCiry regardless of whether desegre-

gation was 'natural', mand tory or voluntary ."18- On a

common sense level:the c ose association of werordinate

whites and-subordinate blacks in the American South of the

recent past Zemoonstrates that contact itself is not sufficient

.for positve interracial attitudes. .

More than contact is needed to improve racial attitudes
r

and contact itself may have a positive or negative effect.

"Equal status contact and the cooperative relitions among

different .ethnic group membey ire necessary but by no means

sufficient conditions for the development of more .favorable

ethnic attitudes. " -9 What are sufficient conditions for the.'

xlevelopment of :favorable ethnic attitudes? Yehuda Amir-

suggests, "Some of the favorable conditions which tend to

reduce prejudice are (a) when there is equal status contact

between members of the various- ethnic groups-, (b) when the

contact is between members of-a majority group and higher

18Ibid, p.
4

76.

19Harold Prosbansky, "The Development of Intergroup
Attitudes," in Lois Wladis Hoffman and Martin L. Hoffman,
editors, Review of Child Development Research, (New York,

Russell Sage Fourdation, 1966) , p. 353.-

.3
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status members of a minority. group, (c) when an 'authority'

and/or the social -climate are in'favor of.and promote the.

//intergroup contact, ( ) when the Contact is of an intimate

rather than a casua nature, (e) when the ethnic intergroup.

/
contact-is pleasant and rewarding, (f) when members of both

groups in the particular contact situation interact in func-

tionally important activities or develop common goals

superordinate gdals that are higher ranking in importance

than the individual goals of each of the groups."20

Because, of the nature-of:residential 'segregation in the

United-States*, most contact between blacks and whites tends to

be in highly structured, limited situations where behavior is

cleaily prescribed. !'These situational dimensions minimize

the likelihood of attitude change,and restrict its generality

when it occurs. Where situational objectives are relatively

unstructured, status -role relations equalized or vague, and

activities diffuse, behavior is personalized'. Under such

conditions, particularly if they are repetitive or constant,

the likelihood of favorable attitude development and its

transfer across situations is maximized."21

20Yehuda Amir, "Contact Hypothesis in Ethnic Relations,"

in John'Brigham and Theodore A. Weissbach, editors, Racial

'Attitudes in,America (New York, Harper and Row, 1972T;T: 246.

21Ehrlich, p. 137.
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Gordon AlOort belidyes that "Prejudice (unless deeply
=0

rooted in the character structure of the individual) may be

reducedby equal status contacts between majority and

minority groups in pursuit of common goals. The effect is

greatly enhanced if this-contact is sanctioned by institu-

tional supports (i.e., by law, custom, or local` atmosphere),

and provided it is of the sort that-leads to the perception

of common humanity between Member6 of the group....,,
u22 Judith

-r (21
-Porter agrees; "Although the relation is highly complex,

equal status contact-which minimizes conflict and stresses

common goals is related to a reductiOn of negative stero-
,

types.
1123

It is a mistake to assume equal status contact among

children in schools where racial divisions coincide, with

social class division's, where whites are more prosperous

than blacks. The children can see an obvious coincidence

22GOrdon Allport, The Nature of PrIejudice, (Cambridge,

Mass., Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1954); p. 31.

23Judith Porter, -Black_Child, White Child: The

Development of Racial Attitudes, (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard
University Press, 1971), p. 11.
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of low academic achievement with lower social class `and may

respond to it by assuming blickness signifies academic in-

4
.feriority and other traits perceived as undesirable. The

assbciatiori between social-class and school achievement is

Well documented. 24

Little of the research, on the effect of interracial

- classrooms on children controls for social class. Such

control is probably essential according to John Brigham.

When he asked subjects to ascribe traits to blacks and whites

for whom'social class was given, "It was found that the re-

sulting characterizations varied more as a function of class---'

than of race. "25 Judith Porter, who tried to control for

social clas in Black Child, White Child, writes, "Social

class is .a factor which is rarely held constant in this

research and this is one variable that can theoretically be

expected to affect responses greatly among both black and

white children."25 She concluded that based on the data of

24
For

Educational_

25John
Bulletin 76,

example," see
Opportunity,

C. Brigham,
(January 19

James S. \Ccleman, Equality of
(Washingto, D.C., HEW, 1966).

"Ethnic Stereotypes," Psychological
71), p. 21. \\

26Judith Porter, p. 3.
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her study, of preschool children, "[Social) class homogeneity.

across-both races seems more advisable in terms of positive

effects on racial attitmdes."27 Nancy St. John t'ecognizei
.

that in studies of racial attitudes of children in contact

with children of anotherrace and social class,'it is

difficult to separate the effect-of attitudes related to

social class and of those related to "race. "Since a chbice

does currently exist_ between desegregation that crosses'

social class barriers and desegregation that does not, the

analytic separation of these two types of desegregation
-

is

impprtant. 1128- De-ntler and Elkins wrote, "We concluded that

the ecology of ethnic and status distribution of students

plays a noteworthy yet indirect role in affecting academic

as well as social learning u29

Marginal Perspective Hypothesis

The marginal person is one who lieves on the edges of

two cultures and does not participate fully in either.
30A

.

27Ibid, p. 216.

28 p. 12..

29Dentler and Elkins, p. 76.

30ARobert E. Parks,'"Human Migration and the Marginal

Man", The American Journal of Sociology, (33, Number 6).
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TheTh public school children in the -commuriity live in a,largely

.

black world, yet are not completely part of it because they

,

.

are not black. Nor do they belong fully to the AmericanI

white world which prefers'not to live among blacks. Although

.

such marginal status may be difficult, it can be transcended.

"The marginal man is a key personality in the contacts of-

-- /

cultures. "It'is,in his mind that the cultures come together,

conflict, and eventually work out some kind of mutual

adjustment and interpenetration. He is the crucible of

:culture fusion."30 The marginal status of the white

children in the public school is reinforced,by the fact that

they-come from many different cultural and religious back-

groun\ds so that they do not have common bond Of ethnic

identilty other than whiteness.
Because of their whiteness

they do not fully participate in blaCk.culturdaf the,school:

AcCording to social psychological theory, marginal,

status results in a More favorable response to another 4thnic

group. 'Ehrlich, formulates this as the, principle of marginal

perspective. "Marginal persons manifest more favorable atti-

tudes toward. ethnic,targets.than do the more socially

gi-ated,"31

Everett V,. Sttonequist, The
Harginal,kan, (New York,

Charles Scribher'S Sons, 1937); p. 221.- , 4;

3 'Ehrlich, p. 167.
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This paper ig written about a coMmunity it-which the

participating families are,-self-seleeted for willingness. to

live-in an interracial community. Most families moved in
.

after there were at least a few resident black families.'

Many were attracted to the community by its interracial

character. Black and white families are distributed through-'

out the community. As demonstrated in ChaPterI, the races

are similar in social class. It is likely that children iit

more extensive Community.,
the comMunicy public' school have

cont cts and are' least likely to be exposed, to anti-black

, prejudice outside the community. In the school they e'scpe-

rie ce marginal status,as a'racial minority.

Hypothesis I: The white children in the community0

Tublic school'have more positive
attitudes toward blacks than the

private school children.

Age ,and- Attitude

Again the'literature is sparse about the correlatiOn

racial'attitude-And age.. John Brigham ;says, "The,

existence of a general anti-black orientation among many \

whites- been 'well "documented, but evidence is contradictory

as to whether white ethnic attitudes tend to become more or

lesg favorable- across school Srears."32 St. John reports
.

32JOhn C. Brigham, "Views of Black and White Children, -'

Concerning\the Distributioh of Personality Characteristics,"

Journal of Personality 2, (March 1974), p. 144.

30
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contradictory .findings, "But

more frequently reported for

positive f ndings are somewhat

y ounger whitest. .
;13'1.

,

Ehrlich reports that in 'general negativ stereotypes

increase with age.34-. Crtswell found that "The fiTth.grade
t.

. .

_ . ,

level stands ou as the point at which m'irtual withdrawal of

'

t#e races crysta li,e.,5 as the characterislic group patter n"35

.1.-1p..,'

.

punwd Palmer found that white four year olds in an inter= g%
.

3

racial community seemed tci. pfefer blapks, bait white -eight

year olds did :not.
.

This raises the' question of-how attitudes develop- in

- ,

children. ,There are many forces whic ap the way in.

specific tabilitieS and thought patterns -of

in a given culture. - Among these are the
r

{ -
...

history of the
.
Culture,

,

the parameters of th& present moment,

which the'stage

children evolve

and cultural and social imititutions. All of the-forces that

33St.,,John, 77.

"Ehrlich, pp. 114-12l.

,-35 aoan-Henning,Criswell Ph.Di, "A Sociometric Study:of

Racial Cleavage hf the Classroom," Archives of Psydholoky 235,

(JanuRry'1939), p. 70. '

36Edward_ t. Palmer, ';Color Prejudice in Children as a

Function'of Race, Age and Residence Neighborhood," American

Psychological Association 81st Annual Conventio V617-81 :
,

.

Fart 1, p. 226.
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impinge on the child are reworked by him into a unique,

everchanging constellation determined by the child's

biological make-up,-his life, experiences and his own

peisonality.

"Cultural patterns are institutionalized in the social'-

strudture and help organize the behavior of adult members

of society. These cultural standards are internalized in

personality through the processof sociali3ation."" As
,,--'

implied above, the effect of

social%7

iz2 tiOn varies among

1
.-'

individuals depending on individua- characteristics. The

.dominant white American attitude toward blacks certainly

`impinges on the white children in the community studied,

although its effect/may be less strong than it would be in

otheepartsof`the' country. Race however, remains a salient

issue a is everywhere. in the U. S. where there is a s

stir tial black population. The families' Conscious choice
% ,

,

"of a racially mixed community shows this. . Even the
organization's focus on maintaining an integrated community'

community /demonstrates thd-salience of the issue.

Racial awareness comes early in the United Stle .
I

Children by age five can generally distinguish between black

and white with affect attached to race. Judith Porter states,

years of life are important,"It appears that the first fiZre

It -

-J

"Porter, p. 10.
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thopgh not conclusive for the development of racial attitudes.

A directional set is given to the mind during the.preschool_

years by the reaction of parents,in terms of direct instruc-

tion or behavioral cues; the comment of peers; ex'posure_to

. .

stereotypes ,in mass media and literauture; spontaneous

(color associations; nd observation of role- occupancy. The

processes of selective perception, reinforcement, sub-

sidiation to self image, and cognitive closure help give

these attitudes their final form as the child grows older."38

Gordon Allport states the law of subsidiation as, "There

will be a tendency to acquire ethnic attitudes toconform

to whatever dominant frame of value the individual has."

Or "There will be tendency to acquire ethnic attitudes to
r ,tom

conform to whatever self image the individual has." 39

The children in this study are, with one exception,

between eight and twelve years old. According to Piaget,

they are. in the'stage of concrete operations, the time in

which egocentric thinking gives way to more rational,

although concrete throught processes. By seven-children

believe in the.invariable characteristics of an object;-in

this case that.color is a permanent characteristic. Childrqn

38Porter, p. 21.

.39Allport, p.. 317.
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at this age think ,in categories. Thinking is still intuitive

to some degree; complete, logical thought doesnot develop

until eleven or later. Some of the characteristics of this

period remain part of adult thought processes. "No one can

avoid the processes of prejudging.and generalizing, of course,

since the human mind must think with the aid of concepts

or categories whose content resembles an oversimplification

of the world of experience. But racial prejudices add to

these ethnic categorizations an additional component of

rigidity, error and hostility.

Most writers'recognize stages in the development of

racial attitude paralleling cognitive development. In I929,

Brunb Lasker described these as fear for pre-schoolers,

teasing and combativeness in early school years, mild deri-

sion and condescension by late primary age and strong dislike

mitigated by-idealism during adolescence. -Allport 'clescriLes

the staggs as pregeneralized, when the child has vague pre-
,

ferences, but does not. understand why; the ()verger ralized

Ataie reached by fourth grade when white children expreis

.total verbal rejection of blacks; and the state of differ-

entiation reached by tenth or eleventh grade when adult racial

attitudes are approximated in the sense that biacksas a group

are rejected, but some individual blacks are accepted*

40Porter, p. 9.
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Judith Porter found that children at nursery school

age did appear to have pregeneralized racial preferences,

but-that rejection and differentiation also occurred. "It

should be noted that although attitudes have developed in

sophistication bykindergarten age, they do not seem to

affect the child's actual behavior. His play patterns are

sitUationally determined."1

-It is the contention of this paper that minority status

combined with equal status contact may modify the stage of

rejection. However. the general pattern of increasing re-

jection with -age probably remains the same. In the

community studied, it seems that racial attitude would

become more negative with increasing age, in part because

as the child grows Alder he moves more and-more out of the

community and is exposeeto dominant American anti-black

attitudes.

'Hypothesis 2: Racial attitude will become more
.negative with age for the children

in the community.

Playmate Choice, Sex, and Attitude

Friendships help shape the intellectual growth of

children; particularly in the age group studied. "Peer 1

interaction becomes important with respect to cognitive

41Ibid, p. 174.
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development when the child becomes able to assimilate the

viewpoints of others when they differ from his own. This

comes a out when the egocentrism of preoperational thought

s dispelled around age six or seven. Accordingly, peer

interactions are of cognitive importance from the time the

child enters school. Children learn to evaluate their

egocentric thoughts by
comparing'theM to the thoughts of

others . . . Thus peer interactions Can be a fruitful

means of stimulating natural cognitive conflicts that can

generate accommodations to the views of others and evaluations

of one's'own concepts."42

Radke and Trager found that children who experienced

seemingly-happy play relationships With black children con-

tinued to hold negative stereotypes based on race when bla*ks

were of lower social class than whites "For the-development,

of scientific concepts of race and democratic attitudes toward

race, education cannot reply ;oely on congenial play relations

among children, as many, people assume. Play situations May

42Barry J. Wadsworth, Piaget's- Theory of Cognitive

Development, (New York, David McKay Co., Inc., 471), p. 127.
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be congenial and yet perceptions of Negroes and_whites as

a-group may remain as role stereotyped and as inferior and.

superior.""

According to St. John, "Whethersociometi.ic or observed

behavior in the classroom corresponds with expressed attitudes

toward the other race has been virtually ignored in

desegregation research . . . ."44 Judith Porter found-fore

five year olds that "Factors like sex, personality-and-play

style seem to be more salient determinants of friendship-

than race does."'" Yet, there is something important in

.Sir Arthur Boyle's observation that, "We shall achieve

integration in this country [England] when the children of

",e1 different races attend one another's birthday patties in

their homes as a matter of course."46

"Marian J. Radke and Helen G. Trager, "Children's

Perceptions of the Social Roles of Negroes and Whites," in

Alan R. Brown, editor, Prejudice,in Children, (Springfield,,

Ill., Charles C. Thomas, 102), p. 73.

,44 St. John, p. 72.

45judith Porter, p. 168.

"Sir Edward Boyle, British Minister of Education,

Hansard, November 27, 1963, columns 437-4441 as cited in Meyer

Weinberg, Integrated Education, (Beverly Hills, Califo'rnia,

The Glencoe- Press, 1988), p. 336.
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Sex seems to be an important variable in both attitude-

:

and.playmate choice. Dorothy Singer found that girls are

in general more willing than boys to be in contact with 'blacks.

The-more exposure they had to blacks, the more favorable'was-

their attitude toward contact." Dentler and Elkins found

that "Girls at all age levels were, more uniformiy'accepting

of diverse ethnic groups than were bpys. Similarly, students

attending schools located in relatively higher income and

occupational census treats were significantly'more accepting

than those from a'lbwer income tract.", Koslin, et. al.

found that "Boys are more pro-black in unbalanced classes,

while girls are more pro-black in balanced classrooms.""

St. John states that, "AmOng whites it appears to be boys

who feel most threatened by desegregation, not only are their

attitudes more prejudiced than thoSe of white girls, but they

become more in group in a minority group situation.""
e,

1n,1939, Criswell studied the sociometric ,choices of

children in lower middle class schools- ranging from nine to

ninety-five percent black. She found that among white children

"Dentler and Elkins, p. 67.

"Koslin et. al.., p. 396.

"St. John, 78.
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white choices increased in -fifth grade.. White choices were

more frequent below fifth grade in majority black schools,.

White boys and girls chose whites most.frequen±ly when they

were in a minority situation. Koslin et. al.:found that,

"Classroom balance interacts witsex to affect sociometric

choice. boys nominate a higher proportion of blacks in

unlialanced clasSroom6 than in balanced. For girls-, the

opposite is true; they name more bla'pks in balanced than in

unbalahced classrooms."50

4- In a situation in which both black and white playmates

are available, it seems reasonable to assume' that the extent

to which white children have black playmates would correlate

positively with their racial attitudes.

ti

Hypothesis 3: The More black playmates a child
has, the more positive are his
racial attitudes.

Hypothesis 4: Girls have more positive attitude's,
about blacks than

The preceding discussion influenced both hypothesis

formdtion and the-construction of the questionnaire, The

following discussion is the basis for the construction of

part of the questionnaire.

5°Koslin, et. al., p. 396.
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Parental Attitudes '

Apparently highly educated people are less.prejddiced.

"Of one thingswe are sure: all relevant investigations

show that on the average prejudice declines with higher

education," according to Gordon Allport.51 "Whites most

,

willing to- acc4t desegregation are those who are richer

and better..edu?ated.i52 While the general trend of the

-literature is in this direction, there is some disagreement.

3` Chi Stember claimsthat most tests are not sensitive

enough to measure prejudice among the well educated who-Are

moreover; -the most likely to avoid-interracial contact.53

The chapter on the data will reveal that the'white families

studied are generally weld educated people, willing to live

in an. interracial community and who, in the'contexf of the

country, probably have positive racial attitudes.

51Gordon Allport, "Prejwlice: Is It Societal or
Personal?g, 0 John C. Brigham and Theodore A. Weissbach,
editors, Racial Attitudes in America, (New York.; Harper

and-Row, 1972Y, p.

52Luther Mumford, "White Flight from Desegregation in
Mississippi," Integrated Education 11, (May -June 1973), p. 22.

53Charles Stember, Education and Attitude Change, (New

York, Institute of Human Relation's Press, 1961).,
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Gordon Allport aqks, "How is prejudice learned? "The

home influence has priority, and . . the child has ex-

cellent reasons for adopting his ethnic attitudes read made

from his parents,"" Ehrlich describes the transmission of

attitudes from parent to child by the following means.

Parents may state directly their attitudes-to their children.

They usually control with whom'their children come in contact

and they shape their children's responses to o hers by.means

/'of their childrearing practices. "Parents e-it blish a life

style through which ethclass-specific seiectio s of

activities and friends _come to be learned and accepted by'

their children."5 Ehrlich reports that attitude research

substantiates a high correlation between the attitudes of
-17

parents and children. Sex of'parent does not seem to be an

important factor. "No particular parent-child pair displays

significantly more resemblance than any other-thus ruling out

hypotheses of same7sex and:crosS-sex conception; of

development .

54Allidrt, The Nature of Prejudice, p. 31.

55Ehrlich; p. 123.

p. 122,.
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Minority Status

Porter found that white boys' in predominantly black

schools have low self esteem. She says, "Occupants of

statuses characterized by marginality or -status discrepancy

are particularly likely to compare themselves socially with

the more successful group."57 In contrast, Gloria Powell

\found that white self esteem foi, children in grades seven

\ .

though. twelve as measured by the Tennessee Self Concept
e

Scale was not affected by the racial mix of the school

atten ed.88 Nancy. St. John notes that, ."The point should

be made however,,that isolated white childten in

predominaritly black schools are as liable to social threat

and corigtricting'fear as black pioneers in predominantly

white schools.1i58 "Desegregation exposes minority group

meaning minority of a given race in a given school] pupils

to cultural marginality and confusion as to their own

identity, unless 'the staff is'interracial, unless the

AF"
u/Porter

58Gloria Powell, Black Monday's. Children', (New York,

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1973).

59St. JOhn, p. 106.
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curriculum recognizes the minority group culture, and unless

there is oppbrtunity for choice between assimilation And

. pluralism.""

It would be anticipated that-white
children in a

largely black school setting who live in an int erracial

neighborhood will make some adaptations to.black.culture,

as there is "probably little difference between the norms of

the-two groups of children, once social class is controlled, ,

. . ."61 Such adaptations
prObably have the effect of cuing

others that one belongs to the group. Sote.of the easiest

for parents to report might be speech and-mannerisms generally
.

-assumed to be black.- It is obvious that speech-patterns

vary from one cultural group to another whether the division
-10

is region, race or ethnic origin. Bodily movements and pos-

tures show similar variation: "One nods, shakes,.pitiots,

bounces;'and all are meaningful. But all hold different

.meanings when combiW with different facial expressions. and--

in different cultural situations."
62

"Ibid, p. 108.

61Ibid, p. 105.

62Julius Fast,Tody Language, (New York, Pocket Books,

1971), p. 76.
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Differential association theory holds,that,the larger

the group, in this caSeplacks, the more likely all.mill

adopt that group's norms. According to reference group -

theory; this is not a simple relation. Tbe reward structure

in the community and the larger society will - influence the

.
degree to which these adaptations take place. In general,

moreyounger the child, ,tie! more-the-7.1s directly influenced'

by the community as compared, to the larger Society. "The

larger the peice4agg-'a; ,14ack,ohildren in a school, the
;

more likelylthat, 341ate-children will adopt their
attitudes

and behaviors."63

Summary

',`The purpose of this study is twofold,: to test hypo-
-10

theses about the ,effect of equal status interracial contact

on the attitudes of white children'toward blacks and_to

investigate parental-perceptions of the adaptation of their

children to interracial living. There has been little'work

done on the attitudes of'white primary age children toward

blacks -or on wiiite 6hildren in a minority situation. The

equal status contact hypothesis and marginal perspective

JOhd,14).-105.
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hypothesis were, examined to redidt the direction of the data4

ResearCh findings on children in- interracial settings were

disCussed. The followirig hypotheses were derived.

Hypothesis The white children in the community
publiz school have more positive.'
"racial attitudes than the private

school- children.

Hypothesis

HyPothesis 3:

Racial attitude becomes more
negative with age for children
in the community.

The more black playmates a whit e,

child has,-themore positive:are.
his racial attitudes.

Hypothesis 4: .Girls.,11 e_more positive attitudes.
lacks than boys.

.

toward

Parental_ attitude as. a fa torin the attitudes of childrep
4 -

and,adaptatiOn to minority status .were discussed.

.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODS

This study is ex post facto in the sense that the researcher

-does mot manipulate the independent variables.

Population and SamplingAlathods

*
The.target population was all white children in grades three

through six in the public elementary school in the community studied

encl/a-matched sample by grade, sex and age of white children who lived

-

in.Ole same school district, but attended pra-v gte.school. Sixty-one

families with.Oighty-three children were interviewed. The researcher

is white and lives in the community. One of her children is included

pOlie-school sample.

The list of names of the forty-five children in the public school

group was developed by listing the white children known by the

researcher.in the target grades. After these children and their parents

, were interviewed, the parents'were asked 'to name other white children

in their children's giades and white children from the community who

attended private school. Class pictures had been taken during the

1974 -75 school year and the list was checked against these pictures

whenever possible,
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Several white children whose family identification is black were

excluded as were children of Latin American background. Two,White

girls and one white boy'in sixth grade and one white girl in the third

grade welt excluded because they had lived outside of the community

during the target school year.

4 The public school parents were very interested in the study and

generally,eager to participate. Two families were concerned that the

study might cause undesirable racial awareness,in their children, but

on reflection decided tLat the study was important enough to take the

risk: One of the parents wanted see the attitude scale before her

child responded to it, but was refused because this might introduce

extraneous variance. After the interview, she was given a copy. All

public school parents cooperated, including some who were in the process

of moving from the community and one family which was interviewed in

its new home far from the city. In one family, one child participated

and the second refused tip do:so at first. Three months later, the

c child agreed to participate and finished the attitude scale. The

mother, who was interview d About the first child, refused to be

interviewed again, accounting for/the only missing questionnaire data.

VThe list of thirty-ei ht children in the private school sample

I 1

was developed by approachinc4 white familiLs who have children in the
1"

target grades in private schools. After completing the work with these

families, parents were asked to name other white private school children.

5(3
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A list from one private school, heavily attended by children in the

community was also used. Except for one child, as far as could be

determined,the name of every white family in the public school district

who had children in th'e target grades in private schools was included.

There is no good check on this.

It soon became apparent that the number of white private school

children inthe community was not'sufficient to match tht two samples

as planned. Many private school parents were interested in the study

and eager to participate, but in general there was less interest,among

this group compared to the public school group. Eight priirate school

families refuged to participate. These families had at least twelve

children in the target grades. Reasons for refusal and length of time

in the community are contained in Table 13. At least families A, B

and H have had children in',che community public school, either' the

target children or 'their siblings.

As of November 1975, one family in the study has moved froM the

community, although the child remains in- the public school in the

community. Six families have moved outside of the city. ',There were

nine interracial families included in the study. Seven families had

black children. Two families contained oriental children. In one

family, a sibling had married a black person. One mother was engaged to

a black man.

51
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Data Collection

Each family was called and the purpose of the study and the

confidentiality of all responses were explained. If,a parent agreed

//
to participate, he was as ked to tell his child that the researcher

//

was interested in how c ildren think without mentioning race. Many

parents secured their child's agreement before agreeing to participate.

As noted in Table 13,one child refused, although her mother was eager

to participate. Because many parents indicated that they would like

to see their children's responses, it was explained in the initial

call that each child is promised that his responses are confidential,

but that the parents could see the results in aggregate in the completed

thesis. Whenever possible, an appointment was made when both parents

could be preS-ent. In three cases, the mother was the only parent

living in theilome. In a total of 11 families, representing 12 children,

only one parent was interviewed, 10 mothers and one father. When there

was a step-parent, he or she was interviewed with,the natural parent.

Data were collected from July 1 to September 31,_1975. Some

children were seen on a different day than their parents. A few

children were interviewed in the researchers home. In general, the

children were seen in their homes immediately before their parents

were interviewed." Each child was seen separately in a private place

in the house, often the child's bedroom. One child who was going

directly from camp to another state was interviewed at camp outside of

53
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the city. Siblings were interviewed consecutively. In two cases, this

was not possible. One child was sleeping and a second. had gone out

unexpectedly. As siblings probably discussed the research experience,

this was a.possible'source of extraneous variance.

A copy of the informed consent, shown in the appendix, was given

before each interview. Parents were interviewed and the interview taped.-

1

Occasionclly the children wanted tb join, us. This was left up to the

parents, provided the parents could agree that they felt they could

respond freely with their children present. Four children participated

in the interviews and it is clear from the tapes that the parents in

these cases felt comfortable about expressing both negative and positive

feelings. In two cases, older siblings were present at the interview.

One family refused, to allbw the interview to be taped.

Pretest.

The research and data collection plan was tried out on four

children from three families in grades three throughsix who live in

an adjacent community where white children are in the-minority in the_

public schools they attend. The pretest was important in the refinement

of the attitude scale and questionnaire, and the order in which playmate

choice and racial identification were asked. It also demonstrated that

the instruments were suitable for children in this age group and easy to

administer.

Instruments will be discussed in the order that the data were

collected as well as the hypotheses they were designed to test. The

50
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session with each child begain with my stating that nothing we talked

about would be repeated to anyone. Three instruments were used. Children

were asked to name the four children they play, with the most and identify

them racially. An attitude scale was administered to each child. The

parents responded to a questionnaire.

Playmate Choice

Hypothesii 3: 'The more black playmates a white child has,

the more positive are his attitudes toward

blacks.

in order to test this hypothesis on the behavioral aspect of

attitude, each child was asked to name the four children he plays with

most*. This was done after asking identifying information; month and

year of birth and school grade just-completed. When the attitude scale

was completed,, the child was asked to identify his playmates by race; to

write black (b) or white (w) next to the name. If as planned, the

children did not know the study concerned race, there should have been

no bias in reporting playmates. Racial identification was left for last

so as not to bias the attitude scale. Many children described their

playmates as black, brown, and tan. They were asked to decide whether

the child is black or white. There were a number of misidentifications

which will be reported in the section on results. These were found

either because I know the child personally,or because of the child's

request for help. It had not been intended to gather data on racial

identification.
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Some children play with fewer than four children- during the summer.

These children- were instructed to add children they play with during the

school year. Two girls named onlY'three children.

Although direct observation is surely a better measure, self report

probably yields reliable results. This is not a sociometric test in the

strictest sense, but it does 'share eleMents in common with sociometry.

"A sociometric test is a measure for determining the degree to which

individuals are accepted into a group . . and-for disclosing the

structure of the group itself."1 Addressing the question of Validity

and reliability, Northway says that if the individual answers honestly,

his responses are both valid and reliable. Playmates named will probably

be rather unstable over time as are the sociometric choices of children.

Attitude Scale

The attitude scald was used to est the following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: The white children in the community public

school have more positive racial attitudes

thanthe private school children.

Hypothesis 2: Racial attitude becomes more negative with

age for children in the community.

Hypothesis 4: Girls have more positive attitudes about

. 'blacks than boys.

1Mary L. Northway, A Primer of Sociometry, .(Toronto, Canada,

University of-Toronto Press, 1953), p. 1.
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These hypotheses deal with the cognitive, affective and conative aspects

of attitude. The scale used is an adaptation of the Gough, Harris,
Q

Martin and Edwards Prejudice Index, or GHME Index.2 Dr. Gough was

kind enough to grant permission for use of the index in this research.

The index is a series of statements to which children respond by agreeing

or disagreeing. The first child interviewed for the pretest said

immediately that he could not agree or disagree as some of the'statoments

were true Or Untrue for some,blacks, but not for all. Based on the

pretest experience a four position scale was used: agree, mostly agree,

mostly disagree and disagree,-making the index into a summated ratini

scale. Statements are bothpositive and hegativ.e. For positive

statements 4-is assigned to agree, 3 to.mostly agree, 2 to mostly disagree.

and 1 to disagree. For negative statements, the nymBers are assigned in

reverse order.

Because it was anticipated -that this popmlation would have generally

positive racial attitudes, one statement was added to make the, scale more

discriminating, "I would be willing to marry one of them when I grO1,7 up.l"

Through a typing error, one statement was, left off the index, "I do

not like them." This error was disCovered too late to correct. However;

n
4Harrison G. Gough, Dale B.Harris, William E. Martin, and Marcia

EdWardsi "Children's-Ethnic Attitudes: 1. Relationship to Certain,

Personality Factors, Child Development 21, (June 1950).
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as this group has generally positive attitudes,..the statement probably

would not add much to variability. A copy of the modified Index is .

appended.

The index was developed for children in third through sixth grade.

Items were rated as favorable or unfavorable by the children who

participated in the development of the index. All items were readily

understood by the children. "In addition, the final scale of eight-len

items Was-developed as a comprehensive item analysis differentiating

between high and low scorers on thescale."3 The design of the index

is consistent with the tendency of children in th'is age group to over-

generalize. The index satisfies the requirements for face,'or content,

validity. The authors of the GMHE Index report a split half reliability

of over .80.even at the 3rd grade level where children might have reading

problems. The item added on intermarriage is one 6ommonly used in .

social distance scales fiir children.

The validity of the GHME Index and the., statement on intermarriage

ai-e enhanced because the statements describe events which are likely

to be within the experience of the children in<the community. All of

the children studied have the opportunity to play with black children

either at school or at home. There area number of racially mixed

3Orval G. Johnson and James Bonmarito Tests and Measurements in

Child Development, (San Francisco, Jossey-Bass-, 1971), p. 440.
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marriages in the community and racially mixed couples are commonly seen.

Each child was instructed as *
follows. "Here are a series of

statements about black people. Please read them ;aloud. Circle or.

underline the respOnse you like best. There are no correct answers.

I want your opiniOn.- I will not tell anyone, even yob?: parents, how
ti

you respond." Two children needed a little help in reading the statements.

Most children,understood-them readily. A few children were confused

about "They get excited over little things." The meaning of this iteni

could be made clearer by substituting upset for excited. A number of

children responded to "I would like to live next door to them," by saying

that they did not care who lived next door to them. They were instructed

to decide whether they mostly agree or mostly disagree. Except for

one child, all children were able to respond to all statements within

ten minutes. The child who could not was an unusually mature and

intelligent fourth grader.' In the en4.1 she said.she did not know if

she would be willing-to marry a black manor if she would like to have

a black teacher next year unless she could know who the person would be.
6

/

This child's responses account for the missing data on the attitude,sc'ale.

The Qu "stionnaire and Taped Interviews

The questionnaire was designed to elicit data in an area that had

not been studied. It was intended to describe the parents, their inter-
,

racial experiences before coming to the community studied, to elicit

their satisfactions and concerns about their children's experiences in

the community; and to elicit theirperception of their children's

6 4
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adaptation to interracial living, particularly the adaptations of the

public school children who are a racial minority in their school and

school system. Because of the sparse literature on the topic, the

questionnaire was conceived of as open ended and information outside

of its formal structure was gathered when it seemed relevant. To

collect these data adequately and to provide a test Df reliability of

the coding, all interviews were taped. AsAa check_on,the-adequacy of

my interviewingtechnique, Dr. Lewis Carr and Dr. Mary Lewis of

Catholic University each listened to a different tape.

One questionnaire was used per child. The responses of both

,parents were recorded together.

Questions124 through 31 were designed to describe the parents,

their previous interracial experiences, and motivations for coming to

the community. For the purposes of this study, Mexican-Americans,

4

7,7Fuegto Ricans, American Indians, and orientala'were,considered non-whites.

Both parents' experiences were recorded,without regard to sex as there

appearto be ;no difference in the influence of parents of one sex as

compared to the other. Question 32 measures in a general way involvement

ill the community.
4

i
t Question 33,4sks parents to assess their child t s academic progress.

It was clear to me before the study began that the "quality': of the

1/4

community public school is a salient issue which parents would,pkobably

*ant to discuss. As well as the relevant data that this question provides;
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it also allowed the issue to be dealt with and separated trOM,the issue
-v

of social adaptation. Question-37.als& deals with- satisfaction with

the public school.:

Questions 34 and 35 deal with the extent of the child's contacts

with blacks and adaptation to interracial living. In a rough way,

Question 36 gets at parental satisfaction with interracial ing.11:

Because of the tapes,- it is possible to recover the desired percentage,

change in the case of those families who would like a "whiter" neighbor

hood, and this datum will be reported. The final question, 38, was,

designed -to get at any relevant material that might halig been missed

by. the questionnaire.

Question 34 F presented some,4fficulty until physical activity

level was specified. Some parents had to work hard to separate racial

data from other aspects of their children's lives. Social life is, of

course, complex and such a division, although necessary to conduct

-;

research in the social sciences is artificial. Many parents commented

that they found the interview interesting.

The term "tolerance" in Question 35 is not..a,good choice.

Tolerance implies the acceptance of a lower status person by someone

of higher status. "More'salling to associate with other races" might \

be a better term. The'questionnaire was coded during the interview

and checked by listening to the.tapes.

Interviews with parents of public school children-tendedlta be

between forty-five minutes and an, hour. In general, the interviews

6G
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with private school parents were less than half an hour. This may mean

that the_parents in'the two samplEs are different in regard to their

interest in racial matters and/or that.the minority status of the

children in the public school causesparents to_be more interested in

u-and have mure experience with their children's adaptations to inter-

acial living. '

The questionnaire was designed on tHe basfs of theoretiEal.issues

of importance to the 'Study. These are 'described in the literature.

review. Insofar as this attempt has been successful, the questionnaire

has construct validity Reliability of coding was high as there were

only a few changes made after listening to the-tapes. Some change in

responses tcthe questionnaire would be expectel over time as the

questions deal with children who are growing and changing. Perceptions
It

of the school.probably change depending on who the child's teacher is.

Dyer' in a stable- situation, play patterns change. Children are

continually moving into and out of the community studied.

There were no special difficulties in conducting this research.

-.The families studied were for the most part interested in the topic

and motivated to participate. They are a well educated, articulate

population and are easy to interview. Drawing up the sample list was

time consuming. The most difficult part of the research was'the

literatUre review because thereis'no literatdre directly on the topic.
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Small studies are hard to find. Many abstracts ,and books must be gone

through to find- a- few.. Listening to the-tapes-was valuable; but tpok

twice as long as the original*inferviews.

The children-were delightful. Most of them felt very important

because they were interviewed and were most cooperative.. Several
>

siblings who were too young to participate felt left Out.and if I.had

an extra form with me, I administered the .scale to them. Mort of the

children in the study did not know me personally. ,

Data Analysis

A t-test- will be used to analyze the differences between public

and private school. groups on attitude itent by item. .Pearson's

moment correlation will be utgd for correlation of sex, age and playmate

choice with attitude. Chi quareawill be used to relate-variables one

the questionnaire.

Summary

To measure the behavioral'aspect of attitude, children werg,,asked

to name the race of their fourmost frequent playmates and to identify

them as black or white. A modification qf the Gough, Harris, Martin

and Edwards Prejudice Inde)OGHME Index) was us_d to measure cognitive,

4

affective and conative aspects of attitude., Parents-wev interviewed

to get,a descriptiori of them and their past interracial experiences, to

,learn what brought them to the community, and to learn their perception

/of their children's adaptations to interracial living.
//,

4) 0
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CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS

Introduction

There are two purposes behind the presentation of findings:

to describe the population of white children grades three to six

in the community and to desCribe any differences that exist

between the forty-five white public school children who are a

racial minorityiin their school and thirty-eight\white private:,

.

school children studied who are not.

Hypothesis I

The iiiiioER-e-sisthpublic school children have more

--------
positive attitudes toward blacks as meda-ared -by the attitude

scale was not substdntiated by a t-test. Four was assigned to

the most positive position; one to the least positive. There

were no signifidant findings in comparing the two groups as a

wholel,item by item. However, when public school girls were

compare- to private school girls, there

6 0
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were two cases in which the private school girls stated

more positi've attitudes. They were more likely to agree

to "They Make good teachers,' and "They are honest."

Public school boys were more likely to agree to fI would

like to have one for m}', teacher next year." The results /

are presented in the Table 1. Because of the contra-

dictory nature of these findings, the researcher believbs

they might have been a chance occurrence.

TABLE 1

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN PUBLIO, -AND PRIVATE SCHOOL GROUPS

ON T-TEST

Statement

They make good
teachers.

They are hon-
est.

I would like
to have one for
my teacher next
year.

PubliC
Mean

Private
Mean p

Point
Biserial t

Correlation

.3810 3.7222 .05 .317

3.1429E 3.6111 .016 .386

3.4167' 2.8000 .022 -.341

throughout this chapter, rho statistics such as

Person's product moment correlation (r),\ Cramer's V,- and_the

point biserial correlation will be inter reted according to

Cohen's convention:1 'oint ten is a weak'relationship, .30

1Jacob Cohen, Statistical Power Anal,sis for the Behavi-
oral Sciences, (New York, Academic Press, 1969). i
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a moderate one, and .50 a strong -one.

On the whole, the attitudes of the children in the

community towards blacks are positive. On only two items

did the mean fall below three, the second most positive

position. These items were "They often hurt other people's

feelings," and "I would be willing to marry one of them when

I grow up." The mean for the former was 2".'976, standard

devration L.135. These two items also showed the most ,

For a. completecount of responses to all

attitude scale items, see Table 14 in the appendix.

Item analysis only'was done because it was believed

that this approach would yield the most-information. With

the four point scale, quite different patterns of response

could yield the same score.

Hypothesis II

For age and attitude, there was no statistically

significant relationship as calaculated by Pearson. Except

for one child who was thirteen, the children in this study

ranged in age from eight to twelve. It may be that the

instrument used was not sensitive enought to pick up_.

difference with age in this age span. However, it is likely

that attitudes of white children in the community do not

vary over this age span.

71
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Pearson's r was not statistically significant for the

correlation between age'and attitude for the public school

-

group, the private.school group, or the group as, a whole.

The same is true for the correlation between age and playmate

Ichoice.

Hypothesis III

This hypothesis tests the relatignship between playmate

choice and attitude. The public school childten studied were

more likely to name black playmates amongtthe four children-

they played. with the most, Pearson's r=--.3663, p=.601.

Public school 'children were coded 1, private school childrfin

2. Table 2 shows the number ofIlack children named. Figures

in parentheses are percentages of the group; public, private

and total.

TABLE 2

NUMBER OF BLACK PLAYMATE CHOICES BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

0 1 .2 3 4

Public 8(17.8%) 12(26.8%) 14(31.1%) 9(20%) 2(4.4%)

Private-19(50%) 12(31.6%) 2(5.3%) 4(10.5%) 1(2.6%)

Total 27(31.3%) 24(32.5%) 16(19.3%) 13(15.7%) 3(3.6 %)

For the public school group, there was'an inverse

correlation between playmate choice and "I would like to

have them come to eat at my house." Pearson's r was -.3262,

p=.014.
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For the private school group,. there were the following

correlations between playmate choice and attitude.

TABLE 3

PEARSON PRODUCT - MOMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PLAYMATE-CHOICE
AND ATTITUDE TOR PRIVATE-SCHOOL CHILDREN

Scale Item

It is easy-to be friends with them. -.4421 .003

I would like to have them come to eat
at my house.

.3314 .021

They are good neighbors. .3118 .028

I would be willinet6-marry one of
them when I grow up.

.4303 .004

I would like to be in a club or on
a team with them

.3528 .015

They are hOnest. .3465 .017

I would like to go on a picnic with them. .3803 .009

They are pretty dumb. .3135 .028

I would like to have one for my teacher

next year..

.3058 .033. -

I would like to see_one of them get
elected Presiden of the United States.

.3346 .02

There were two Pearson's correlations of less than .30

which were not included in the list above, but were statis-

tically significant. These\scale items were "It is easy to'be

friends with them," and"I would like to go oda-picnic with

them:"

73
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Hypothesis III is confirmed for the private school
se

When the children identified their four most frequent

laymates by race, there were a number of unexpected findings.

There were-several racial misidentificationg found because

I know the children named. One fourth grader named a child

who is dark tan and called her white. Another child was

named as white by a second fourth grader. This child is

white on the.basis of skin color, but has a black father. As:

the children sleep in each Others homes, this fact was known

'to the child tested. A second grader tested, but not repor-

ted on in this study, called a dark tan child white. A

fourth grade boy was interviewed and when asged the race of

several alight skinned children, black by American standards,

he, was unable to -do so., 'He ,accepted that one of the children

is black because he says so, but did'not know about the other:

Another fourth grade child asked how to code a friend

who is "half black and half white." Asked how she would

describe her, the child answered, "I'd describe her as my

best friend." She settled on half black, half white. A

fifth grade boy asked how to code someone who is half black

and half white. When asked what he meant, he replied, "Like

if he's Jewish." A third grade boy asked if he could think

of Presidents when he responded to the statement "I would .

7 4
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like to see one of them get elected/President of the United

States.", Asked whom:he had in mind', he mentioned Lincoln

and Theodore Roosevelt. 'Asked if any of these men were black,

he responded that Theddore,,Rooseyelt was..

There may have been other misidentifications which

passed unnoticed; Children often used descriptive "terms tb

describe their black friends,: tan, dark tan, brown, dark.

brown.

Hypothesis IV

The eyidence tends to confirm the hypothesis that there'

is a relationship between sex and racial attitude. Girls do

express more positive attitudes toward blacks than boys do,

the difference being stronger among private school children..

Table 3 shows the statistically significant scale items for.

,the correlation between sex and attitude. Boys were coded

O

one; girls two.

TABLE 3

PEARSON PRODUCT -MOMENT CORRELATIONS
BETWEEN SEX AND ATTITUDE

.

BY TYPE OF SCHOOL ,
4

. f
PUBLIC SCHOOL

Sdale Item , /'
.p

I would be willing tb,barry one of them,

when I grow up-

.31704 .017

They get excited over little' things: .3037 .021

PRIVATE SCHOOL

They make good teachers.
.3854 .008

73.
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TABLE 3 CONTINUED

- PRIVATE SCHOOL

Scale IteM

.It.i;s easy to be friends with them'. .3119 .028-
,

I would like ,p3 have them come to eat ' ..3445 ".017

at my house, ti

I would be willing to marryope of them .5514 .001

when I grow up.

They are honest.* .3259 .023

I. would like to goOn a picnic with, .4304 .004

them.

They are pretty dumb. .3329 ,.0121

I. would like to have one for my teacher .30.58 .033

next year.

I would li)Ce to see one of, them get :3346 .02

elecied President of, the. United States.

A

I would like 1:6 have them come,to eatf .602

at my house. '

I would be willing td marry one of them .4240 .001

when I grow up.

Some items not included in the table above; showeda

statistically significant relationship between sex and atti-

r

TOTAL, GROUP

tude of less than .ep.. These were for the public school_ group,

"I would like to have-them come to eat at my house," and

"They ar9pretty-dumb." For the total group, four items were

significarrOat pX.05; but showed leSs than a,modefate

correlation of .30. 'These items were "I would. like to gd on

1

'I
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a pi-cnic with them," "They are pretty dumb," "They get

excited over little things,"%and "I would like to have one -0

for mgr teacher neat year."

Pearson's a, for the correlation between sex and playmate

choice for private school children yielded a correlation of

- .42, p=.004, indicating that private school girls are more I

likely than private school boys to name black cHildren among

the four children they play with the most:, Pearson's r was

not significant for theiublic-school group.

Thus, for the private sthool-group, playmate choice and

sex are correlated with attitude. Those'ctildrenwho name

black playmates and girls are likely to4have more positive

Attitudes toward blacks. FoV r the public school group,

playmate choice is not correlated with,attitude..,54Public

school girls have more positive attitudes towards blacks on

only two items, compared to nine for the private school group.

The shared variance between attitude and playMate

choice for the private school groups r2, ranges from .20 to

.09. The r2 for sex and attitude-for the private school

group ranges from .3 to .09., Playmate choice and sex are

important factors in attitude, but as r2 shows,, a Substantial

-part of the variance is "unaccounted.

77
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Social Situation

The information yielded by the questionnaire

patterng is summarized in

4

the Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7.

TABLE 4

on play

PARENTAL 'PERCEPTIONS "0F PLAY PATTERNS B7 TYPE OF SCHOOL
"t

N,

Private

29164.4%1 21(55.3%)

8(17.8%) 14(36.9%)

6(13.4%) 2(513%)

1(2.2%) 1(2.6%)

1(2.2%)

Chi-square analysis

difference

is not

Play with black and whitA
children. -

Play mainly with white
'children. a

Play mainly with black
children.

Isolated..

Datum missing.

statistically significant for

between the two groups.

73
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TABLE 5'

.1

5

PARENTAL PERCEPTIONS OF VISITING PATTERNS BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Public 'Private

,..

-2(4.4%) 6(15.87,)

2(4.4%) 0

31(68.97.) 22(,57.9%)

6(13.37.) 7(18:4%)

3(6:8%)

O

2(5.3%).

Neither visit black homes nor are

visited by black children.

Visit black children, but black

,children do not visit child

Visit black homes and are-visited,
by blacks. Children eat in each

other's homes.

Visit black homes and are visited

by blacks.

Black children visit child who does`

not visit black-limes.

1(2.27.) . 1{2.6%) Parents do not know.

1(227.)
Missing datum.

9

,Chi-square analysis is-not statistically significant for difference

-between the public andlprivatp.scheol groups.-
-

TABLE 6

PARENTAL PERCEPTIONS OF PARTY ATTENDANCE PATTERNS'BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

n.

Public Private

2(4.5%)

33(7570

2(4.57.)

14(36.8%) Neither invite black children nor are

invited by them.

18(47.47.)
Invite black,children, and are invited.

by them.

1(2.6%)

O

Invite black children, but are not

invited by them.

ts

ti
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TABLE 6 CONTINUED

Private

1(2:37.) 0 Do not invite black cilildred, but are

invited by them.

3(6.8) .Do not give or attend 'parties.

3(6.8%)

(2.2%) s,

3(7.97.) Parents do. not know.

Missing datum.

Chi-square analysis is_statistically significant at pF=.015, Cramer's

V=.44.

TABLE

PARENTAL PERCEPTION OF PLAY RADIUS BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Public / Private -

16(36.4%)

11(2k)

15(39.57.)

78(21.1%)

Within two blocks or less.

Within one-half

17(38.-67.) 4(101:57.) Within one mile.

0 _11(28.97.) Further than one mile.

Chi-square analysis is significant at p=.6062, Gramer's V=.48.
: -

There was no statistically significant correlation between physical

activity level as perceived by parents and the four most frepent playmates
1 '

reported, by the Vlildren, Item 34F in'questionnaire. -Judith Porter's

observation that more activeawhite children tend to play with black

children-may still hold true. Parental perception of their child's

activity y level may be quite inaccurate. It had been anticipated that

there would be a change in the racial component of play patterns with age.

13 0
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There was not and only one parent perceived that his child had fewer

black playmates than previously.

Based on the above data, it.seems clear that most of the children

in both public and private schoOl children play with/hlack children,

visit black hOmes,.and are visited by black Childrnt However, the

interview tapes leave the' di#inct impression that on: average the

f
public school children s?end more play time in racially mixed groups

and have-more intimate relations with black children, than private

school children do. This interpretation is supported by the facts that

-,public school children are-more 'likely to name blacks among the four

children they play with the most; to attend parties given by black

children and 'to invite black children to their parties, wad that public

school children are more likely to Play ,close to home, Thus, a positive

pitture emerges of contact between the races for white children in the.

-comniUnity in sixth grade or younger.

This relationship may change after sixth grade.- The community

children tend to go to a variety of junior high schools. Some move to

other-jurisdic tions. Very few of the community elementary 'school

graduates,' black or white,
attend-the.neighborhood-junior and senior

high schools: I:ennY's family'talked About th issue.' Kenny is a

popular child, active in the extensive'social life of his street'wherer

a'racially mixed ,group of-children from several biocks.around play.

The family's older children were much fike,Kenny at his age,-but chaligeirr"

, as they grew older. They continue to have black friends and to date

blacks, but feel a .barrier between themselves and blacksis. future'
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social. relations will be ". . . based on his future experiences, too,

because.we don't know whether he'll have the same-ones as the other

.-. children. But what he's thinking at ten is not a definite indication

that -he'll be thinking the same way at sixteen."

Gail's family echoed Kenny's. All of her friends at slumber

,
party were black. Her father reflected that time-may change these

! relations. "I suspect as they get-older tht.!."pzessures would be such

that she might find.i-t increasingly: uncomfortable to associate that

.exclusively with blacks;" A number of parents With teen aged children

...commented that friendship patterns chahge during the teen yearS.

The statistics presented are not,by themselves sufficient to'

describe the range and quality of the children's experiences. Their

comments and those of their parents will be used to fill out the picture.

All names used are fictitious.

Joe

Joe, a sixth grader, summarises what many parents perceive.
. .

e length"My best friend is black and he and I are on the exact same wave
.

'.f.'

on everything:" "I really like him a lot." "There really. aren't any
.

. .

racial groups around this neighborhood. Everyone gets along.'.' HiSs

worst experiences have been with a large white girl who -beat.him up.

Joe says he doesn't like to fight; ',:I'm not that much of a tough kid."

He -is 'rather small for his., age..

The kids call each other. racial names. "But the blacks call the

es

1

blacks 'nigger' . . . . It's got dirty anymore;

greeting. . . .

82

just like a
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Whites say it; blacks say it; everyone says it . . . I don't say it.

They call the white kids 'nigger', too" They /Rack kid;/ like to

cut down on each other, I've found. They call your mother 'Oatmeal Eddie'

and all-this stuff. They insult your race and stuff. You don't

_really think of it 'cause they're not'really trying to hurt you. 'tic

I

a game now."

."I like growing up in a place where you have friends on the white

side and friends on the black side because then when you get older, you

k
can really get along with people better. Whell.you've had experience

with them, you get to know all-types."

In fourth grade, Joe talked like the black kids. "I don't any. more.-

I-Eigured if I talked like one of them, they'd say, 'He's one of us; he's

a real cool kid.' Now, I say the heck with it. If they don't like me

now, there's no sense putting on a masquerade for them.", "I found out

in fifth grade they started resenting it. I'm 'The now instead of

something else, whatever it is." He likes himself better for that.

Joe's parents' perceptions agree with his. They say he is amall,

needs'help in a fight, and gets it. "His own-peer group, black kids
At,

in-the group, came to his rescue. Joe understands this-." "He's always

had gipod friends_thete /in community school /." "He understands that-

therd's a game going on here which is also very very serious. ,I think

%,,.. .
.

.
,.-

he's dealt far, far better with it than I thought he was going to bd-

Q

able." Joe's a friendly boy who knows everyone, according to 'his family.

i ,
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Friendships

There are many close friendships among the children. Black

children often"sleep at white homes and white children sleep at\black

homed. 'Barbara's1 mother commented, "The children act on a much

different level than the adults do." The "black and whit& children, sleep

together, eat together, and go out with each other's,parents, but the

parents are -.:areily friendly, according-to her. Some families repealed

Barbara's family's perceptions. Some, however, mentioned close rela=-
/

tionships with black families that were reflected in their children's'

experiences. MiChelle's family was one. "The relationhip with the kids

across the street is so close that the households are interchangeable. 1

It could be-a common house." "We were looking for a natural interchange."

The racial factors of .friendship are perceived by some parents as

ti

being incidential4 Rosemary's mother told, "Now it happens that all of

her good friends are black. I'th quite positive that they were not chosen'

for that reason . . . . It, just happened that way."

-Many of the public school children participate in scout troups

where they are one of a few white children. Some of the boys participate

in team "sports and other activities at the community recreation center

1 --
where thete-are few white children. .Sometimes they are the only white

child on the team. Fred participated/in the interview and nodded

head while his mother talked. "He's very friendly, you know. He makes

friends with just'about'anybody.
Don't /sic/ make no difference to_ _

him . . ." "He has as many white friends as colored.," "He loves ,to
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stay after school and stay in the recreation room." Fred joins every-

,-

thing and says he like the community school very much.

A number of parents reported that their children tend to play with

whomever happens to live on the block. But, some children choose to

play more often with white children. -Al's mother thought-he was

patterning himself on his parents. "Probably our closer relationships,

in most cases, are with white families." Another possible- reason for

his white preference may be that AI ismot very athletic and black

children tend to emphasize sport, his mother, said. However, AI, a

public school boy, does play frequently with black children.

Ed's mother agrees in part with Al's. All of the children

between about six and twelve, who live on the alley, play in the alley.

The group is racially mixed. Ed, a private school boy 13 not athletic,

"I think that that probably limited his sort of horizons it:literals of
ta.

interaction patterds. That is, if he were a more physically active child,

engaged in more of the games-and such on the street, his patterns of

firendships might be different." Attending private school has restricted

his interracial contacts. "He really hasn'tihad the opportunity to

build a neighborhood base.
That's the price I think you pay for a'

private school choice. It takes the child out of the neighborhood."

Ed's friends are mostly white:

Some children have difficulty making friends.

Natalie's family said, "She feelsathat she can't make friends as

easily with black children and she feels badly about that. She wants to
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have fiiends. She wants to have even more than she has . . . She

feels it's difficult because she's white to make friends. Amy's mother

described her social difficulties in terms of her personality. But,

"I think her position as a minority did to some extent /influence her

social problem;/, but to'a lot less extent than I had been concerned

about after first."

Some families reported that their children were sometimes rejected

by black children or sometimes fear them. Danny's family reported that

he plays with the childien,on his block without racial distinction. He

sleeps in the homds of black children and these children are included

in his family's activities. However, in the last year, Danny, who is

small and not very aggressive, has developed a fear of some black children.

"He seems somewhat frightened and concerned about big children who are

black, particularly those in the sixth grade who have frightened him.

Bullies: He does not like bullies: I would say within the past year

or two this has been something that has surfaced."

Parents' perceptions inay differ widely from the child's perceptions.

George participated in the inLerview. Hib father said, "Sy own feeling,

is that he has some handicaps /socially./. I mean that the environment

here is not the easiest environment for him. He's a rpaSbnably happy,

healthy kid, so I think he can adjust pretty well here." George

disagreed'and said no,one ever refused to play with him because he is

white. They in't play with him,- George said, because they're 'that',"

kind of person,

8
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Emily thought the children at school picked on her because she is

white, while her mother believed that race eras not; ethe main factor. "Some

days were very miserable. She'd ccI home at recess and wouldn't want

to go back to school." "A lot of the kids at school had tough thing.

.

It was stylish to be tough. I can beat you and I'm tough and like that."

"By the time they get to third grade up there, they're forming their

little cliques."

Louis does not play with the black children on. his street, but plays

with the black children at camp. He participated in the interview and

talked about his'difficulty with the children on 4he street. "I was

sitting down-and tbey put sand in my hood and then they said to put it

on . . . pen it got all on my head. That's what started it all .

. 2

After that they weren't friendly with me." "But in my'.6ampl that's

.
t

not true." "Everyone s friendly."
43

Hal hasJplayed with the boy-next door who is Ills age and black 7-

7

since he was a preschooler, His parents described his relationship to

,his friend as close, yet normally full of reconciliations after argumepts.

Hal is sometimes excluded by the other black children on his street.

Hal told-me there are no black kids in his private school. He

does not like blaCk children in general.
"It's not good to be the only

white on a, team," he said. "I would not feel right," "They /blacks/

don t act _right sometimes. You get in a fight With them%leasily. They

onl like each otheo, and might gang up on
de;,:Mhitedba4- .like blacks

and blacks beat up on them."

87
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Hal no longer feels comfortable in a black group, his family\

reported. "If he' the only kid in'a group,and the kids are .

involved in an ace]. ity which involves a lot of cultural speech or

colloquialisms, or whatever you want- to calf them, Ithink he's begun

to sense there's a cultufal difference between blacks and whites."

"He used to speak fluent 'ghettoese,'"-but not any longer.

Many parents of~private sChopl children said that the black chil-

dren their child played witliwere children who attended his school and

also ,lived nearby.

Minority Status

This section deals primarily with the public school children as
7

few private school children consistently experience minority status.

.

4--

Only one private school child was reported to generally use black speech

pattern'S' and mannerisms. Four private school children were reported to

act differently in a black group, more subdued or frightened. As noted

in the first chapter, the communit?can be divided into two sections.

The median house value and, presumably inoome, are about one and one-half

times higher in one section as compared to the other. Fourteen of the

private school children live in the more expensive section as o pared

to eight public school children. In that area, pare s were likely to
0

report that the black children who lived near t em spoke only standard

English. The.,wiuSip school children tend to have contact; only with

)r

black children who live near them or attend their schools. In the less-

, t

1

expmpive section, most'of the black childten speak standard English, but
...,-

use black English while at play. Many white parents of public school

0

b3-
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children report that their children adopt these speech patterns while

at play.

Table 8 summarizes some of the adaptations of the white public

school children-to minority status as perceived by their parents.

Parents were asked what. changes if any they noticed in their children

in a black group.

TABLES

PARENTAL PERCEPTIONS OF ADAPTATIONS TO MINORITY FATUS,

PUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN ONLY

Number of Children
Change

20(44.47.)
Y None

1(2.27.)
Speech changes

10(22.27.)
Speech and mannerisms

change

12(26.77x)
Black influence present
in any situation

2(4.47.)
Other

)

Chi-square between type of school attendance and speech and mannerism

aanges was statistically
significant at p=.0 01, Cramer's V=4.53.

Again .the comments of parents will b used.to recover the range and

quality of their perception of their chil ren's'experience.
MostOf the

families felt that minority status was of very little importance As

stated previously, many parents felt that race was of little importance

in their children's Alves and had trouble focusing on race as a sepa-

rate element of their children's lives. Unless otherwise stated, comments

were made by the parents of public school children.

89
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The parents of the younger Children in the study -peiceived fewer

adaptations Ito minority status. Ardund fourth grade, certainly by

fifth, there is the perception that the children begin to separate along

racial lines. Some parenti-reported that around this time their children

are called racial names. This perception is'not universal., Three boys,

one fourth grader, one fifth grader and one-sixth grader said that they

were never called racial names and did not hear others called them. Fred;

a fifth grader, said, "Some people have fights, some don't." For him,

race did not seem to be an important variable.
4

Bernadette has long blond hair. In first grade, the, black children

fondled her hair and Ailed her beautiful, acdording to her mother. By

fourth grade, her mother said, she was hit, called 'honky,' excluded

and picked on by some black girl's. "Bernadette asks, 'Why, do black kids

say they're so much better?", her mother reported. Yet, Bernadette has

black friends sleep at her home and she at theirs.

Ira is in /fourth grade. He does not like sports which his family

thinks sets him apart from most of the black children. He'dld not join

J.=-'---Plia.lboys during outdoor play and the girls called hiM 'honky' and

;-,,:blire'dtened'tobeCt,him up. He rejoined\ the boys' group and found that

O It

II

the girls left him alone. His parents wonder if his experience was part

of normal boy-girl tensions or was racial.

Ira's class read a story about an Indian'boy who decided to'have

nothing more to do with the white man. Ira, the only white boy in his

class, felt that everyone was staring at him while' this story was being

.
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read, according to his parents. He family also- observed that he was,

left out of the animated conversation of a group of black children after

a trip.

Claire Plays mostly with black children. All her playmate choices

4
were black. In fourth grade, she was isolated, called racial names,

and felt very badly about this,..a0Cording to her family. They intervened

on her behalf in the schodl and by fifth grade the difficylty was gone.

Her family believes that he name calling behavior was stage specific,

that children of nine try to decide who is part.of the group and who is

not so that prominent differences are exploited to the end,of exgluding

some.

Claire's family saw.her difficulties as something too difficult for

a child o, handle alone and insisted that the school handle the situation.

In general, her arents said they expect Claire to take care of herself

and she is quite capable of this.

One of Claire's friends is a child whose family speaks black English.

With them, she adopts black speech and mannerisms. She doesn't speak

black English at home "unless she slips.!! When asked if she disapproved

of such speech qt-home, Claire's mother replied, "I sure do:: I think

its poor English. It's not an asset. It's not cute to me."

-,-

Sam experienced racial,difficulties in fourth grade. "He does hate

being called 'whitey' and that makes him' angry,." "He's being beaten up

.

fairly regularly or threatened. wtth-it -MI fifth grade/ and being called.,,

. ,
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'honky' and 'whitey'-and that kind of-thing . . . He feels dumped

upon." He has not generalized his experiente with some blacks to all

blacks, according to his family. "He has a very healthy consciousness

that bastards come in every color." Sam's parents noted he uses black

speech patterns and mannerisms while at play on the street as do his

white playmates.

Sam talked: about his d ifficulties while working on the attitude

scale. -"I make a weak impression," but.he believes he is also beaten

because he is white. "Most of the girls_ hate .my guts." "Most- of my

_
friends are white-. None of them /black kidSt ever want to befriends

with me at school. I don't have many friends." Sam's parents said

they referred his problems to the school. Some group dynamics sessions.
-..

.

Were run,the link with the girl who was the ringleader, -in the attacks

.

was broken, and the harrassment abated.

Feelings about racial names d'ffer among the childted. See Joe's',

comments in the preceeding section. George saidlblatk children call

white children
'honky''beCause they are angry and it really is not a

tracial thing. ' "They really are thonkies," he said. Asked if the

name bothered.bid, he replied, "Not that much." George's parents.

believe the racial atmosphere of the school is healthy and tht

racial' incidents are
alminor'150.,,rt of their child's. experience. George

zfr-

said he acts:differently-in a black group; he is more'active and fights

'ffore. ."I play differently." George stated that his speech changes to

conform.to the speech Of' the group in which he finds himself.

0

9
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Rosemary's mother believed*she'is called.racial names and uses

racial namesherself in-fights. This isju-St another way to insult,

she said. Roserparyl-"gives as good as she get s" and has no troublt.

She named four black children as her 'most- frequent playmates:

Barbara was the only white girl in her class for lialf a day in

fourth grade. "She did not like that at all," said her mother. "She

felt discriminated
against." Barbara was very hurt when some black

ET

children made fpn of her at gym; derided her dancing, or called her

'honky' or 'whitey.' "I think that because she feels different,

there's a degree of, I-won't say paran8ia because thatts'a very strong

word, but it its almost -that, where she feels .a 'certa.in sense of being

isolated. And` .I think that if she extended herself more, she'd meet

li

a more positive reaction."
t-

jv

Edith's family has been very disappointed with ehdir-experience

in the Community. They believe they we're naively idealistic when they

first came. "We wanted to pretend everything's equal: There's not a'

F

thing in the world to talk about. Everybody's the same. Then they go

to school and get the shock of their lives that there's something

",-, -.
':., -

, 4
o

.

wrong with them and cope.home 'td, me-like Cookie-/a younger sister/

didthiiyearalmost
.- --

likI,-

.I. a; 7. :, '. .1

. tztkimmk,-why
didn't you tell me there's

!,

something wrong with me.'q The hildren in the familyiave been told

,

by bleCk children that they cannot fie friends with a white child

because whites are responsible for, slavery.

S.
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Edith, a fifth grader, had. some racial difficulties all

, /..
, .

along 'accor4ng to her family, but these worsened in fourth

1

,. 1

grade and have-continued unabated, ',Edith's faMily,saidt.she
/

.

is/hit and called many names, some of which she is too:A-mbar-
&

rassed to.repeat. The family believed that children gained

approval by tormenting Edj.th who-would not defend herself:

At the parents' request, the school intervened,:but the
- 1.

situation improved only slightly. -Edith's yoilliggt sister,

Claudia, fights back

on as much as Edith.
;

'tell the race of the

if she is picked on and is not picked

Claudia's,mother-believed she could

0:
person Claudia is talking to on the

teliphone by her-speech pattern and body moveme4t.
,

h All but one .of the children discussed-so far who

.-,
. ;;N; . i

.11ve had difficulties have named One-or-more black -children_,

-impng the,children,they.play with the most.

The commonest adaptation to minority status repOrted

= by,parents, was, changes in speech and mannerism from the

.dominant white pattern..' Mott parents believed that the

4 heighbdrhoOdygroups tend to 'speak English strongly

flinfluenced by black-English and do not object, to such speech
/

outside. a
"I'mideliihied that

4- \

he switches and for

I think it's sort of fun," said Danny's mother. Many

parents object to the use

at home. Sidney-'s .mother

me. I have to say; .'look, I know you ;go to school with black

of other than ttandard English

9

fiz "must,say it does bottfer

;

C.

;

1,

,
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kids . . but why must you imitate them.'" Sidney has a

..-

loosteidbinted gait his mother defines as black and finds.

objectionable. Another mother called this gait a 'pimp'

-'For some children, the adapt:ation to black speech is

very complete, according to their parents. Harriet'S
.

& 'mother said; "If one is listenipg on the alley and Harriet's.

,

with a group :of youngsters who are blaCt.and Harriet's, the.

only white ,youngsters listening iri terms of

pronunciation and tone and speech rhythms, it's -not clear

that there's a white child present. .Harrief_has. mimicked'

I to, finely that She can speak and walk black.andle black."
f.

e P

"What she hasindicated recently'is that if a white youngster

j .

at school does not 'jive', then youteally get It. -You!,re

;

really left out, youiget some-verbal abuse and 'things like

1. .

that. So becauge shp,.'jiVes', she's accepted." When

.

Harriet is in ` a blacgroup1.6There-seemsto.be more body,

i
.

.
-

"She seems to 'just be more'physically moving all,the

.r, r . .., ,

tine when she.'s with a black- group. than when she,'s. with a
, ' - .

white group. "
,-

Raciw name Calling began- in fi'fth grade,

%

..t..farriet's rather thotight, !II think` it depends On the white

a
.

chiles' response whether the harrassment continues.
II For

. . .
.

1 , 1
I

Harriet, it di-dtnor.- Like Harrietisfamily,.$ruce.".? said,

,
4.

, I !

- cps

you. closed your iyesi you pouldn't.know [he isiyhite]."
.

oli

9
, 4 ,

I .

4.

a

1 '

'go

t.
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Two families report that their children feel left out

:arid wish hey were black. SIdney's mother" said, feel

Jcstry fo my children because they really are in,a great.

part a
i

nority , ,, I don't "think they have enough

experience within their own-race. I think theyq,e living. \

too much of a black life." They want to -be_clos to the
i
, _

1

.children at schobl and feel shut out because of theit

whiteness, according to their mother. "They'd rather be

black" ;

Todd's ari1dly is well satisfied with his school expe--
. 'i I.

rience.% His/rOther said, "If I have any"" quarrel with the

'71

-school .,. .
it's that thete's been such a heavy influence

i:

of let's learn about black things; let's learn about black

.
,.

history; let'16 learn about black heroes; let's learn about

---------
,

. all the' gooc,things that black folks have done that m kids

have came home and said, 'Gee, _wish I was black!'" Todd's

Jamily, fears that their children are losing their idehtity

as Whites. "Now oUr:kids'identify all that's good with

black and our kids are white."

;Larry also.ifelt leit out because of the emphasis on

black-studies. He partiCipated in many school activities

and received many-awards. 7.0n the whole he enjoyed his

I
school experience, but. felt a. sense of being in an alien

t.

culture., He partiicipated in the interview and acknOwled*ged.

/

96
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this was true. His parents, like several others. observed

that Larry has to deal with two minority statuses, being

both white and Jewish. The strong emphasis on black studies

and the small grOup of white.children in the community,schoo);

contributed to LarryLs feelingtthat he is participating in

an alien -culture, 9
he `and his family said. Regarding the

cultural studies curriculum, Larry's father said that the-_-

designers of the-curriduldm-may not have meant to

the contributions of other groups._ "But ,consciously or

unconsciously, innoc:Intly oranot, it comes forth this way

and gives one the-feeling that the black minority grdup is

better, more productive, has made a more substantial

-contribution thanother minorities."
x;

Only two families of dhildeen attending private school

have experienced racial difficulties. Sean and a sibling

originally attended public school. Sean is a quiet boy.. ,

While-in the community schogl, his prents said, he. was

frightened by the ritual fighting and children being beaten.

Anqther child forced him to do his work.. His parents believe

it is harder for a white boy to be accepted in the school's

student culture; but state that they know black boys who have

had difficulties similar to Sean'S. Sean hasn't been

comfortable around blacks since he was,six. He perceived

them as tougher - different. He and his-sibling and a
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friend were roughed up and held against thlii4 will by_kome

black boys they knew and now he is afraid to move around

. .

the community. Sean's parents believed He m2ght have had-

the same trouble elsewhere, but attribute his difficulties

at least-.in part to race. They are diiappointed and believe :

living in a'radially mixed neighborhood-is dOmplicated

than they had imagined, "We may be in over ourthealqz,
=

Morton's family finds that-the youp-ger children play

well with -black

frightened when

children, but that the older children are

there are many' black fi ililren-on the ,street.
t-

"My kids, are intimidated on-the s 1"4Mortdn's mother

said. ,They have been pushed off their bicycles

and isolated. Morton feels keenly that the neighborhood

rpjecteds

children do not want to play with him, "If he would have'

been'accepted, he would have been very happy 4to bpcome part

of the group .
It's because he knows he's not been

A
'accepted that' he just/ doesn't push himself." Morton feels

he is rejected because he is white.

Those behaviors most mentioned as adaptations to

minority status by parents of public ichool children were

,the use.of speech and mannerisms derived from black culture'.

. ,

Some parents perceived a loss of 'identity and a sense of

isolation. Some children were reported to feel sad because-

. they'believe black children'as, a group reject them. This

93
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becomes an issue around'fifth grade.- Black girls were

reported to be the more actively rejecting of white children

than .black boys.
*

-4.-- . 4t:'-'1.,-
Miny parents described their childrenIg'-sense that

'''thera are blacks than whites in.the-world. Noreen's
.

--motheesaid, "She perceives herself as a minority. So it's

onlrat'the,intellectuat l revel that she sees, blacks -beift.
_

. .. .
. .

discriminated against-." Other parents said that their

children only slowly came to realize that whites are the #
'

dominant group in this country. The children incorrectly,
;--

.

.-

generalize based on their experience in a majority blacic '

city and almost entirely black school. system.

Three families described their children's experiences

on a special camp trip in which they were the only white

children. One child came home with her hair cbrnr011ed

. _ _- .

and seemed to-'have enjoyed her expemence,
.

her parents
I

said. The other two sets of parents felt that their

children were isolate'd or treated unkindly. One of the

children remarked on feeling uncomfortable.

Many children in the community use a-swimming pool

which serves a larger area than the community. _Attendance

at the pool is almost totally.black. Many parents. reported

that their children are afraid to go to the pool without'

them.

.99
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Effect of Interracial Expernce

-The parents of children in private school made 1.4

yesponsbs per child on their assessment of the-effect of

interracial riving; those of public school children made

2.3 responses per child. -The table?below summarizes

parents'- responses. es,

TABLE 9

MAMMAL PERCEPTION OF EFFECT ON INTERRACIAL 4
EXPERIENCE ON EACH CHILD

Effect on -'Child Public

41,

Private

None 4(8.90* 6(15.8%)*

More racially tolerant' 33(73.3%) 26(68.4 %)

Less racially tolgrant 2(h.4%) 2(5.3 %)

Experienced prejudice
against whitest

27060.%) 60.5.8%).,

More racial awareness 20(44..4*) 3(7.9T)

Bicultural '3(6.7%) 0

Negative effect on.self
esteem

7(15.6%) 1(2.6%)

Positive ,effect on self
esteem

4 1(2.2%). 0

Other** 5(11.1%) 6(15.8 %)

*Percentages refer to proportion of group giving each response.

**Includes the following responses: freer in'body movement,

has black role models, .knows.blacks'can be'as prosperous

and well educated as whites, comfortab1e. with blacks, afraid

. to move around neighborhood, more interest in sports. 1.

1.00
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The parents of public school children perc4ive more

, .

and more varied effect's on their children compared'to the

. , .

parents of private school children. By'far, the :commonest
,

s'

response is that pie child is more racially tolerant for

having lis,ed in the community. This, many pargnts feel, is
,

. .
.. . ,

the result-of the childts experience with blacks who are
. ._

_
1

-

similar to him:, .The difference between the public school

andaprivate schqol group in the experience T)f.prejudice

s.
against, whites is, striking. These experiences range from

being called 'whitey' or 'honky' once to feeling the object
-

of taunts and beatings for being White. Parental comments

-will be.used to/show the range of parental responsgsto

this" item.

Mam;in's mother is pleased with his experience, in the

community and community school. , "I think we are fulfilling

one of our-objectives in mewing to this neighborhood; to

have our children have a very natural awareness of black

persons in this society as equals. Itfi-not something we'

talk about, its'just something I hope they're living and
,

experiencing. feel very good about it."

When asked the effect on Martin of'his experience in

the community, his family responded, "Somehow-Martin's

,

growing up in the *neighborhood has seemed so natural that

S

101
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we just don't think about anything like that." 'They [the

family's children] instinctively think of black people as
% .

people and not as a problevrade. think their first

reaction is to'the person and not to.,his race . . . . You

have to'grow with it, to'do that, to think of another

"person because hs'a,person and not be immediately struck

by the color he is:" .

Judy's mother said, "She's colorblind." "We wanted

_her to be in a setting where she'd realize the world had all

,kinds of people ,in i=t and that they were people,. too. I-

think the variety of people down here at [thecommunity

school] is a good'experience for her. I can see She.takes

that for g'anted as the normaltype of school and isn't

aware there is any other type of pattern."

Two parents were pleased that their children could

perceiVe blacks as beautiful. One mother 'spoke .of her

daughter"She said something:about and Ofrthe [friends,

was the prettiest girl in.her class . . . .--Where,I grew

up, there were two separate columns from.pretty to ugly,

white and black`. . . . Obviously for her there Was no

f

difference. The prettiest girl was a black girl."

fattier said of his experience in the community, "I think it

makes him albetter kid." He was pleased that when he met

a black friend .on. the street, Nathan,. commented; "That 'Betty,

rp

1 ) 2

/7s
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she's a real cute-girl."

Ed's mother Summed up her faMily's experience in the

.
.- , . -

community. "Living here has been a good eiperienCe. As
,

r

good as it could be, should be, we'd like it,to.beiprobably

not. It's not ideal." But, nothing ever is ideal,, 'the

continued..

Some parents see their children'p.aperiences as more

mixed. -Bernadette's mother "said; "She know how to hurt'
.

,.

(with racial epithetS) and she's been hurt herself. So

she knows how to slap back." She has a pretty realistic

_ view. Jr-,some sense she has less prejudice than if she

hadn't ,been around 'blacks because she expect6.certain

things from groups ofblack'kids sometimes oT,..the basis_of

acquired experience and thattends to turn out sometimes.

But she doesn't expect all blacks at'all times to d6 those

things to her."

Another family said, "I think that Claudia is less

apprehensive than she would be had she lived ih the suburbs

*

be cause therels.less fear of the known. But at the same

time . . think she has more of an expectation of black'

peOple being trouble." Claudia's sister has ,had a lot of

difficulty with black children. "I thing they tboth have

.

benefitted from these clos,e.(black] friends and these

wonderful teachers. TheOve never had a teacher, a black

1)3
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teacher,- they did not like Or from whom they :felt anyokind

of prejudice.-

Being a minority child in schooL.-has been difficult,

according to Larry's parents.
"There's been a lot of nehative

feeling, I think, generated by the close pxiiimity which

is precisely the opposite of what we all thought was going
. -A

to happen." "If I had it to do all over, I'd do the same

.

,

thing. We tried to live the .way we believe in living. If
...

.
,

.

it didn't work out exactly as we had hoped it would, that's

sto

palit of reality and I wouldn't have wanted it any other way,'

but to try it out. To make the experiment at least.' I(m

glad my kids have had the experience of living this way.".

A few, people felt their children had been adversely

affected. "My kids will grow up out of-this neighborhood' '

not liking black's., where we moved into this neighborhood

feeling "neutral, you know. They were here and we were herd).

and if they'll be nice, we'll be nice . ." "My kids,

,willnot.live.in a black neighborhood, I'm pOsitive: They

don't like blacks because blacks don't like them." /

A few, families think that living.in the comidunity had

made.no difference in their children's lives. Sabrina's

father said, "I have the suspicion that Sabrina -having gone,

to school with blacks has made relatively little difference

in her entire life one way or another. If she had gone: to

school entireIrwith whites, she probably would be pretty

104
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much the same. Her attitudes towards.otherids, towards
.

1
black-kids`and ;Mite kids would:be largely the-same."

she learns by virtue of her experi ence that prejkice

"If

against

blacks, whether we as°0ympian observersicnow that's not

really,a racial
characterisAc, but a class characteristic

is not -important-..
hat counts is that it's her experlence.

Let her have:it." Let her make her owndeductions,"even.if

they're -wrOng, and let her Correct them, as she gtows. older."

"Iris is Iris everywhere,
ft her mothe";-said. "Wejust

live and let the other liVe. Georgia's mother said, "I -f

think Georgia would have gotten along anywhere she live-.

Georgia is a natural born leader. Georgia would have

accepted people for what they are wherever she liVed."

r Other Data

See Tables 14 thrbugh 22 in the appendix for data

on family social class, parents' previous living experi-
i

ences in racially mixed communities-, prior interracial

eXpePiences of parents, reasons for moving into the

community, neighborhood centerednets, parental perception

of the role of the schoolinthe child's academic progress,

reasons for,removing
children-from the public school and

the amount of desd:re for racial"change in-the-Commbnity.

1 0-5
4 2v
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Summary
V.

Y.

Minority tatus in-,the publ'i'C school does not affeat.

c...-- ,
_. ,

the attitude toward blacks'of white children as compared to

, -- .

white &iildren in the' same community- in private school'. The
; .

attitudes, towards; blicks of white childfen grades thre,e
. .

,

0-.

thrOugh six in this Rro.sperous community Are geperaly posj4lve.
. .

,
/ ,

. . .

For the privat ischool sample; attitude s positively
...._-

,

.

correlated with.playmate choice.
% Playmate choice and sex are

-related. PriV-ateschool girls name more black playmates

.

/-.
.4. .

'dinong the children they play with:the most than do private

.
0 ,

,schdol boys. In both the public and,private.school.groups,
,.

Sex and attitude are related; girls having more positive-

. ,

attitudes towards blacks than boys,. The correlations hold'
*

..
.

;

true fdr more -items for'the private school children than for
t.

4 ,

the public scOolchildren. There is indication that some
.

-7,-.

of the children-in the community'studied are not -clear about

)

o

who is -black and Who is white. . . -

. *Mos of the' children in the community play with
r

black children and visit their homes. There.ii no difference'

.

1.1,

between the two gxbups in this regard, Public school
4.

4

children are more likely to invite black children to their

parties and' go to the partiesof6.black children. They also

.tend totplay closer to home and nthrte more black playmates.

c

a

rs-
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.Whiie most of the.P4bIie chool children reported to
V d : . . . . .y.

,have few racial difficulties, public scho6lchildren are
(

moire lakely to. experience minority feelings of loss of
. .

identity and isolation. They are more likely to assume

: x

black speech patterns and manneriSmS, "They,are also_ more .,

'likely to experience prejudice again;twhites. The'p'arehts'
.

.

1

of public schipol children perceive that black' peers are less

'*
. ,* ,

ikey to accept white ,childrenas'friends after fpurth-5i',ade,
. .). . .

.
although:close triendships continue. .

A wiaer"an& of experiences have been described which '.

.

indicatp that tht perceptions of white'liarents in the same

sp,

community about their children's adaptations to living in a

racially Mixed communit/ vary widely.
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CHAPTER- V .

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

a

They white dhildien studied in, grades three through sixwho.,live

0

in this interracial community tend to perceive blacks as hard working,

honest, ,,intelligent, good neighbOrs wOrthwhile(corppanions-and teechers'

4
4

who deserve college education -and to apire !lc) the Presiaency of the

United States. \

Accounting for .Attitude

The Chifdren's Atitudes oward blacks are probably/ influenced by

their parents,' prointegration stance.

L.,

They are from famitieg of high.
V

I,

e
. . .. . 4

social status which has been found to correlate highly with positive

attitudes to'wr.rd blacks. As shown in Table 15 appended, 64.5 peicent

. .
. %

.

.
.

of the families, forty of sixty-two, fall in the highest social. class

..

.

based-on'Ogcupation_
and .education. Twenty-nine percent, eigiitleen

families, fall 'into, the second soon]. class. Only four families,-6.5

percent, fall below the second highest social class. The literature

is clear ehatythose who are better educated and more prosperous. tend'

, .

. .
P

to have more positive attitudes toward minority &oups, ,

.
. ..1

. ..

is

4°

'The attitudes of children'tend to-correlate-hfghlwith.those
9f

thcdrakents according to Ehrlich, as cited

1

the literature review.

, r
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Sixty-one of the eighty-three children, 73.5 percent, come from families'

41

swho ijad racial integration among the first four reasons why they moved

into the community. tr.

-.There were two items on which the response mean fell below three

points, the secorld most positilk position. These items were',"They often

,hurt other people's feelings," mean 2.976, -standard deviation :162, and

,

"I would be willing to marry one 9f them whdn I grow up," -mean 2.537,

standard deviation 1.135. These items also showed the most variability

a

of response scores. It would be interesting to know if reluctance-to

-

. marry a black person implies antiAlack feeling Or own group preference.

The Jewish child
who.prefers to marry a Jew or the Itapan,child who

prefers an Italian mate may.view .blacks as unsuitable fOr these,reasons.

This may be a suitable topic 19r future research, The response to "They

:often hurt other people's feelings" may indicate the pefcetZtion that

whites are the out group. It should be rioted that the mean on this

. + 4

' ' item is.between the mostly agree and:the mostly disagree position.

There was no statistically significant difference in attitude

between the white private school and white public school children,

0°

'It may be that living in
a'eacially mixed community is as much a marginal

status for a. white child:as being a racial minority in a school.

109
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Boys and Girls

The-trend of the literature according to St. John is for boys to

p- .
.

..

become more in group in a-Minority situation. Based on the children's
.

self report of the four-children they play with the most, this

relationship does not hold in this study. There was no correlation

betWeen sex and playmate choice for the white public school children

who are a minority group, in their school. There was a moderate

correlation between sex and playmate choice among the private school

children, none of whom attend majority black schools. Girls named

-mordblack playmates. The private schoOL children attend schools-which

range frosi one hundred percent white to about sixty percent whitey_

Girls have the most positive attitudes towardadacks than boys.

There" were many more'statistically significant items tested for sex

difference for the private_school than for the public school group.

When white children of high social .class ftom prointegration families

are minority children in-a school with black children of like social

class,,it may be-that the sex differences in attitude and interactions

tend to wash out. -The reasons for these findings in this study are not

clear. The More black playmates a private school child named, the more

ti -

positive were his attitudes' toward blacks. This tends to support the

equal status contact hypothesis as do the generally positive

7
.

attitudes.for the group as a whole. Sex and playmate choice 'are clearly

important variables, but they-account for thirty percent or less of

110
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the variance in attitude. Other variables need to be studied;

especially the relationship betweer personality and attitude.

Friendships

There are many intimate friendships between black and white

children in the community studied, Most children play"with black children

and visit their homes. It may be that close friendships are more likely

among children who,attehd the public school as public school children

are more likely to attend the parties of black children and invite

black chil4xen to their parties as compared to the private school

children. The interviews certainly left this impression. Children in

thecpmmunity-public school are more likely to play close to home. These

findings are not surprising as the public school children-have more

opportunity to know black children in the community and less daily contact

with children :ear from it.

O

ax
These and all other conclusions are based on the population of

white public school children, grades three through six, in the community.

The private school sample is i-biased one as it was not possible to

determine the complete population and twelve children in the appropriate

grad, . or their parents refused to participate.

Interracial Living

The question of the contribution made by the experience of

living in an interracial-communitY'where
blacks and whites are equally

prosperous to attitude formation and interaction patterns can be answered

here only in a speculative way. This researcher cou2.d find no recent

11,

If
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studies on white children in interracial communities where blacks and

whites are equally prosperous or where white children are in the minority,,

except for a study in progress by Gretchen E. Schafft.1 The study was

not included, in'Ehe literature review because it was only lately

received by the researcher. .

Schafft studied white children in minority status in their public

school in Greentrees, a'-community adjacent to the one studied in this

paper. She found that the white'Childrenyere socially separate,

although they may have sometimes had congenial relations with black
.6

...-

children in school. The average

_
social class of Gt-eentrees according

to the 19)0 census was considerably
lower than that of the community

s ;
a

studied here. Median income foeall familips.in-treentrees was,*$12,792,

for blacks $14,156 as compared to $21,129 for all races and $20,788,

fbr blaCks in the community studied= in this paper; Median years of

education in Greentrees was 12.5 years for all races and foi blacks.

In the community studied here, median years
of education for all races

was 14.6 years, for blacks 15.9 years.
Schafft's impression is that

white parents of public schdol children are better educated than black

1Gretchen E. Schafft, "Together Yet Separate: Territoriality

Among White Children in Predominantly Black Classrooms," paper presented

.12-2 to 6, 1975, at the Ameiican Anthropological Association in San

Francisco, California.

112
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parents of public school children in Greentrees. -Schafft states that

ninety percent of the white public school familie -s in Greentrees chose

to more there because of their interest in living in an interracial

community. In this respect they are like most of the white parents

in this study. the Greentrees children studied-are white public-school

..lchildien:whoare a minority in their schopl as are the white public

94

---S''chool children studied here. The Greentrees community was 63.6 percent

black in 1970 compared to forty-nine percent black in the community

studied here. X

Schafft found that the white children in Greentrees are Socially

very separate from their blaCk classmates and
restricted in their use

.

of school and neighborhood space. The question of the use of school

and neighborhood space was tot specifically studied here. The findings

on extreme social separation are contrary to the findings of this study.

Schafft did an observational study. In this study, parents'

perceptions are used to look at children's
interactions.- There are

some real differences betcween parental perceptions
and actual inter-
s

action patterns.
'However, in the case-of-children .between the ages of

eight and twelve,-parents are likely to knew with whom their children

play, at whose house they sleep', which children join the family dinner

and other activities.
Moreover, the race of children named as most

4

frequent playmates seemed to correspond to parents' perceptiodS of
., .

. ,

,

interacial contact.* The pUblic and private 'school children studied

1 -t3
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here have a great deal of-social contact with black children.

The difference in social class between Greentrees and the

community studied for this paper may account for the difference in the

experiences of the two sets of children. The issues raised'by the

disparity in findings between these two -s:tudies merit further research.

The data oh-parental perception of children's adaptations was

gathered for two reasons. Interracial communities can be better

encouraged if it is possible to understand the concerns of parents and
\-

to share the experiences of parents in the community with others whoA

might live in similar communities. Secondly, the questionnaire was

written as a survey tool because so little is known.about white*

children in interradialtommunities. 4drther resedrch might focus on

white children in a variety ocinterracial settings. The-understanding

,

of parent's assessment of their child's experiences, and thereby their

willingneseto remain in an interracial community, is important. It

is essential to control for social class in order to differentiate

between the effect-of social lass and racial/variables.

The main difference seen between the public school children who

are a minority in their school and the private school children who are

not was in their adaptations to black culture as perceived by their

parents. The white'private sch601 child may spend a lot of his social

time with black children, but may neyer experience minority status.

If-he prefers, he may be able to, avoid social contact with blacks
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completely, depending on the racial composition of his private school.'

Many white public school children assume black speech patters and manner-

isms while at play, as predicted by differential association theory.

These seem to be.the community norm for play, much as children at

.

- another time spoke pig Latin. Ras interesting that black and white

children tend to speak standard English in more fotmal settings. This

rl

probably happens because those speaking standard English are more

rewarded in the laiger society.

Most white-
public school parents perceive race as_a limited

factor it their childrens lives and often had .difficulty separating

the racial from other factors in theif perception of their children's

adaptation.

Some children are reported to have experiences analagous to those

of black children when, they are a minority in a school. Two families

report their children wish 'they were black. =Other families report

less pervasive identity loss. Some children suffer situational loss

of self esteem, notably around physical activities. They feel= black

children deride them at gym, on the playgrond, or while.hey are

dancing. It is very striking that parents report that their children's

difficulties tend to be with black girls, not boys.. This finding ,is

consistent with Ste John's report that studies show black girls have

less favorable attitudes toward whites than do black boys.2

2Nancy H. St. John, School
Desegregation (John Wiley & Sons,

New York, 1975), p. 78.
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Singer found such to be the case in her study of fifth grade children.3

The children and parents who described social difficulties complained

that black children did not like them,. not vice versa.

Baged on the statements of some of the children in the'study and
4

those of the parents, it seems that some children are never called

racial. names. Some are, but respond by being offensive in`turn Some

are called racial names and suffer great pain from this and feel picked

on begadse of their race. Lt may be that racial name calling is part

of the tendency of children to try fo find ways to get power over

another child by making him angry When the words either do not anger

or cause an unpleasant response,--he behavior` stops.

Some children may need help from teachers and school adminis-

tration in coping with their minority status-. It mayirequire a new

mind set to recognize that white children^ may aperience the same

difficulties black children sometimes do when they are in the minority.

No child was described as
isolated because of racial reasons. The

relationship of personality factors to adaptation to minority status.

would be an important area-ofpotential study.,

3Dorkthy Singer., "Interreckil.
Attitudes of Negro. and White 5th

Grade 4ildren in Segregated and Unsegregated-Schools (Doctoral

Dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1966).

.
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Around fifth grade, perhaps a little sooner the,parents perceive-
.

that the children begin to separate a little along racial lines. This

group separation seems to occur even for children whose best friends

are in the. main black. Many parents commented that,the raciel divisions

they saw were akin'to the Jewish-gentile, Italian -Ir.ish and other

p,
.

divisions they themselves experienced as children. With the onset of

preadolescence, children become-more concerned a out and involved in

their social group. Who is a part of that group and who is not

- . .

becomes central. The basis far inclusion and exclusion probably varies
. .

somewhat from community to community but ethnic and religious

groupings -:ire probably a common liasis throughout the United States.

r.
In the community studied, blacknes is an important focus of

identity formation. The white children do not have a comparable focu

as they come from many ethnic groups and being white does not, in this

community, seem to be much of a focus for identity formation. Perhaps

there is a sense among some of the childred that tHey are the out group

in the community. This troy account for the trend to agree with the

statement that blacks often hurt other peciple'iDeelings.

The'data which implies.a tendency toward racial sepaiation around

fifth grade-is consistent with other,studies. CrisWell found that white

children chose blacks less frequently on sociometric tests after fifth

grade. Allport stated that Tourth grade is the stage of total rejection

7
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of the out grodp. Perhaps-blaCk children when,in the majority tend to

reject white-children around this age. This study does not

lrejection of blacks by white children around fourth grade.

no inverse correlations between age or grade and attitude.

of group formation in interracial communities duting fifth

a fruitfdl one for further investigation.

confirm the

There were

The question

grade may be

Perhaps the most startling and unexpected finding of this study
I

was that the white children in the community are not clear about who

is black and who is white. The extent to which this is true is not

-, known because the question was not part of the research design and

discovered-accidently. Thee literature is very clear that children

perceive race accurately around five years of age. 'The children tend

to describe blacks as* tan, dqrk tan, brown or dark brown. Two- tan

children were identified as white. A white skinned child who has a

black fpther was described as white,: Children in the community may

not share the American standard that he'Who has aknown black ancestor

is black. Several children described tan children as white. One child

thought Teddy Roosevelt was black; another that Jews are haff black,

half whites These children may show confusion about racial ideniifi
.

' cation because the community shows all the'aMbiguities of the,ysmericam

racial situation in people who, call -themselves black, but range in
color

through every-hue from white to-,..dark brown. In this co:Immunity, race

may not be as salient an issue for children -as in other places in the

118
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Country and-thus the motivation to learn earl); to label pebp).e racially

is lesseded.

Limitations

at is important to remember that the public school sample is the

entire population'of 0)46 public school children in the community in.'

grades three through six. The private school sample is'not the population.

At least-one private school child was not included` because he was dis-

covered after the study was.finished. There may have been more. The',

parents of at least eleven white children in private szhools in the

appropriate grades refused to participate. One private school child

refused' to participate. These twelve children are about one-quarter of

A

the potential white private school population. Thils, the private

school sample is .a 'biased one and the direction -of the -bias can only

be speculated on. From their,reasons for refusal, it seems that as-a

gtbup they may be less concerned with or curious about the effect on

white children to interracial liVing. This assumption, seems partic-

ularly valid for those families who said theY Were too busy. Thisgroup

of children may have very,limited contact with black children, especially

those children who attend almost totally white schools.. At least one

family stated that their experiences were so negative that they did not

want to discuss them.

Because the study is not a random sampling oT white children in

interracial communities, its results cannot be generalized easily to

--al-l.such communities. The study does show, however, that blacks and

119;
0
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hites can live amicably together.

'Suggestions for Further Research

It is hoped that this study will stimulate further research on the

white child in interracial communities and in sitiations in which he is

a minority. The study of personality factors as they relate, to adaptation

mayiprovide much infotMation that can be used to foster healthy

adaptations, e§peCiatly in the white minority child. Permission for

observational studies might ge arranged through National Neighbors or

appropriate school systems, It is clear from this. study that parents

in self consciously interracial cimmunities'are most willing to partic-

ipate in such research.

Further research is needed to explore the ;relationship between

sex and racial attitude. Is it universally true that white boys and

black giri6- have the least positive attitudes toward the other group?
0

What are the important variables associated with this? In communities

which are self consciously,integrated, does minority status tendto wash

this difference out for white children?: If 4o, why?

Perhaps the most interesting question*raised'by this ..study for

future research is whether the experience in this community indicates

that there is a tendency for black-white relations to take on the

character of relations between other ethnic groups in this country.

120
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More information.is also,needed on the differences of quality and

quantity.of time white children in interracial communities spend with

black children.

Summary of Major Findings-

P

The tommunitystudieddemonstrates,
thatlIaoks andowhites can

live together-amicably when both groups are present in about equal

numbets- The children go to school
(3

and play together:- The white-

children perceive blacks as worthwhile people. It may be that.
,

homogeneity in sociarclass 'for blacks and-whites is impoftant in

.
predicting the success of interracial communities...

Some white children do experience difficulties similar to those

of black children when they are among white children who are a minority'

group gt the-public school. The public school children are-also-

.

-
likely to assume black speech. patterns and' mannerisms and to .show

other evidence of wanting to. be part of the larger black group.

'There is 'evidence ins this 'study that race is.-less important in

this community than elseWhere in the United States. There are many

close) interracial friendships. Some of the children, are,not-concerned*
7 /

enough about whp is black and who is white to learn to assign everyone

to a racial category. Groups formed on .a racial bgsis in this community
l?'

may have the character of ethnic -divisions-Which are common' to our

country 'in general.

It.may be that -black and white chil&ren raised in communities like'.

this one.will be theones who bbgin to work out solutions'to the*

- .121
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racial division and, apimasity.
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APPENDIX A

Dear National Neighbor:

-Washington, D.C.
September 23, 1975

I am your neighbor in*Washingtont.D.,CIand am writing you because

of our mutal-interest in fostering interracial living.

My.master of social work thesis (NCSSS, Catholic University,

4
Washington, D. C.Pconcerns the racial attitudes and

interactions of- the white children in partof the North

Washington Neighbors,. Inc. iIrea.

As there is little in the literature on white. children in racially

mixed neighborhoods,
anything you could add might contribute

sub§tantiallY to the pool of,knOwledge. I wonder if you have any

-inf6imation on the effect of Interracial living on the white

children in.yOur area.

I am- interested in any 'information lion might have. -Particularly,

I would like
to4knowabbut the attitudes of the white children

toward blacks."- If some, of your schools-are predominantly black,

do you have any informatiOn on the white children+s adaptation to

minority stalls in those schools. -

If nodata have been collected in yodtbommunity, perhaps you will

answer-the following questions.

jp. What grades are includedin the elementary schOols in

your area, A.4., kindergarten thr(ugh 6-, 1-through 8, etc.

.1.

4 I

2. What'is the approximate racial composition.of the

elementary schools in yourareaZ

,

3. Howm4nyipredominately blacic elementary-schools

are they in your community?

4." What is e approximate white population, by percentage

in each sChool?

In anticipationva
yourflprompt reply, I remain

123

Sincerely,*

'Barivra LiO9rkin (Mrs.)

cs
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APPENDIX

Informed Consent

This research project will be my thesis for a master's degree

in social work from Catholic University. .1 will ask your child to

answer several short questionnaires. This will take about lb-minutes.

I will ask you about your child's experiences in this neighborhood

which will take about 40 minutes. With your permision, I will tape

1 our conversation.

All information is.stribtly confidential. No names or other

identifying information will be used nor will information on a

specific child be released. A copy of the final thesis will be

available to- any 'participant who is, interested.

12,1
'a

Barbara Libarkin

ry
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APPENDIX C

Identifying nt.mber

Identifying number
(2-3)

1. Sex
'(4)

2. Age

3. Grade

4. Please write the first names of the four

children you play with tbe.most.
o

5. Tbey work hard
agree .mostly agree mostly, disagree disagree

They make good teachers.

agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagtee'

7. I would like to live next door to them

agree mostly agree mostly dibagree disagree

(5)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

8. It is easy to be friends with them.

agree. mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

9. I would like to have them come to eat. at . (12)

my house,
agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree.

10. They are good neighbors. .
(12)

agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

11. They often hurt other people's feelings. (14)

agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

12. I would be will to marry one of theM when I (15)

grow up.
agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

13. I would like to be in a club or on a team (16)

fdth them.
agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

14. They are honest.

agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

1 2 5

f17)._:727z:
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15. They have-done a lot to help our country. (18)

agree- mostly agree mostly disagree disagree-

16. I would not want to ask any of them to'a party. (19)

agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

17. I would like to go on a picnic with them. (20)

agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

-18. Th'ey are pretty dumb:

agree mostly agree ,Imostly disagree disagree

19. They get excited over little things. .
(22)

agree '.mostly agree mostly
disagree disagree

20. I would like to have one" for my teacher next 123)

year.
agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

(21)'

21. It is a waste of money to send then to college. .(24)

agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

22. I would liki to see one of them get elected (25) .

President of the United States.

agree mostly agree mostly disagree disagree

126
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APPENDIX D

Questionnaire

23. pow far did father. go in school?

1 - High school graduate or less

2 - Some college
3 - Bachelor's degree
4 -. Bachelor's degree plus

5 - Master's degree
6 - Master'sglegree plus
7 - Doctorate

24. What is. father's occupation?

1 - Higher Executives of large concerns,

proprietors, major professionals

2 - Business managers, proprietor's of medium

sized businesses, lesser professionals

3 - Administrative personnel, owners small

businesses, minor professionals

4 - Clerical & Sales workers, technicians,

owners of little businesses

5 - Skilled manual employees .

A 6 - Machine operators, semi-skilled employees

7 - Unskilled employees

25. How fat did mother go in school?

See 23 above

26. What is motheeb occupation?

See 24 above

127
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(29)
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27. Bova long have you lived in this neighborhood? (30)

1 - 1 year-or less
2 - 2 years
3 3 years

4 - 4 years
5 - 5 years
6 - 6 years
7 - 7 years
8 - 8 years
9 - 9 -years or more

28A. Did you ever live in a racially mixed neighborhood (31)

before you moved here?

1 - NO .

2 - Yes

28B. Where was the.last interracial neighborhood in (321

which youllived before you moved here? How long

did' you live there?
4

See 27 above

28C. What was the racial composition ?f the neighbor-' (33)

hood?

1 - lets than 20% non-white, both parents

2 - 20% to 50%Inon-white, both parents

3 -.over 50% non-white, both parents

4 - less than 20%-non-white; father only

5 - 20% to 50% non-white, father. only

6 - over 50% non-white, father only

7 - 20% to 50% non-white, mother only

8 - 20% to 50% non-white, motheronly

9 - over 50% non-white, mother only

28D. What were the economic characteristics of the (34)

blacks (orientials, chicanos, etc.) and whites?

1 - similar for both races

2 - whites were more prosperous than blacks

3 - blacks were more prosperous than.whites

123
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28E. Did you have interracial experiences
outside-the neighorboods in which yo0

lived bofore you moved here?

1.- No-
2 - father & /or mother attended racially

mixed school
3 - father sr/or mother active in civil

rights' movement, volunteer or employed

4*- father & /or mother employed'in non-civil

rights interracial setting

5 - Other

29B. liovlong did you live in the interracial

neighborhood you lived in before'the one

you just told me about?:

See 27 above

29C. What was the racial composition of the.-

neighborhood?'

See 28C above

(35)

(36)

,(37)

(38)

(39)

29D. What were the economic characteristics of the (40'

blacks (orientals, 6hicano,s, etc.) and whites?

See 28D above

30B. Did You live in an interracial neighborhood (41)

before that?

See 27 above.

30C. What was the racial composition of the

neighborhood?

See 28C4above

30D. What were the economic characteristics of the

blacks .(orienfals, chicanos, etc.), and whites?

See 28D above

1/2
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30E. Did you live in an intefracial neighborhood (44)

. before that?

1 - No
2 - Yes

31A. 14hy did you move here? Did you see the Neighbors, (45)

Inc. ad or otherwise learn of neighbors, Inc.?

1 No
2 - Yes

31B. Main Reason (46)

1 - City living, includes convenient public
transportation, close to downtown,- population

mixed for age *

2 - Racial integration
3 - Physically attractive area
4 - Housing cheaper than elsewhere for

comparable hoUsing
5 - To be with people alike politically
6 -:Tolerance of individual differences

7 Sense of community

8 Resident before blacks moved into area
9 - Other

31C. Second reason

See 31B above

31D. Third reason

See 31B above

31E. Fourth reason

See 31B above

(47)

(48)

(49)

32. Do most of your family activity take place in .(50)

the neighborhood or elsewhere? This question
includes church, club and social visiting activities.

*-1 - Less that half in the neighborhood
2 - Half in the neighborhood; half out
3 - More than half in the-neighborhood
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II.

33. How would d--yOU rate your-dhild's academic (51)

progress?

1 - Good, neither because of, nor spite-of school
2" -,Good, because of school

3 - Good, in speite of school
4 - Adequate, neither because of, nor in spite of school
5,- Adequate, because of school .

6 - Adequate, in spite of school
7 L Poor, neither because of, nor in spite of. school
8 Poor, because of school
9 - Poor, in' spite of school

34A: Aow would you describe your child's social
situation? .

--)Ty

1 - Has many playmates, black and white
2 - Play6 almost exclusively with many whites
3 - Plays almost exclusively with-many blacks
4 -'Plays with-a few children, black and white
5 - Plays with,a few children, mainly white/
6 - Plays with a few children, mainly black'
7 - Isolated, rarely plays with other children

(52)

34B. Does your child visit black-homes? Does he some- (53)

times-eat at the homes -of:black children?

1 -,Does not visit black homes
2,- Visits black homes, but does. not eat there
3 -'Visits and-eats in black h6mes
4 - Visits and is visited by blacks. The children

eat in each other homes.
5 - Visits and is visited by blacks 2

6,- Blacks visit home of child,who does not visit
black homes

7- Don't know

13.1
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34C. Does your child invite blacks to parties? (54)

Is he invited to parties by blacks?

1 - Does not invite.blacks to parties and is

nOt.invied to parties.by blacks
2 - Invites blacks and is invited to parties

by blacks
3 - Invites blacks, but is not invited to

parties by blacks

4 - Does not invite blacks, but is invited to

parties byblacks
5 - Neither gives nor attends parties

6 - Don't know

34D. Bow close do most of your child's playmates -live? (55)

1 - Within 2 blocks
2 - Within 1/2 mile,
3 - Within.a mile
4 - Further than 1 mile

34E. Wes his social situation diffeent in the past (56)

1 - No
2 -:Flayed with more children, black and white

3 - Played with more black children

4 - Played with more white childre

5 Played with fewer children, black and white

6 Played With fewer white children

7 - Played with fewer black children-

34F. Would you describe your child as generally active (57)

or generally quite?

1 - Quiet
7- Active
3 --Both_active and quiet

132.
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34G. Does your 'child act differently in a black

group than in a white one?

(58)

1 - No

2 - Speech changes
3 -:,Plannerisms change

4 - Speech and mannerisms change

5 Black speech patters and mannerisms always present

6 - Other

35. %bat effect, if any, doed living in-aracially (59)

'mixed neighborhood (and attending a majority

black school) have on your child?

1 - None' (60)

- Greater racial tolerance

3 - Lesd racial tolerance
4 - Greater racial awareness (61)

5 - Eiposed to prejudice against whites

6 - Had become-bicultural (62)

7 - Negative effect -on self esteem
8 = Positive effect on self. esteem

9 - Other

36. If you could change ilk racial composition of the (63)

neighborhood (or Shepherd School), would you?

1 - hb
2 - Whiter
3 - Blacker
4 - Whiter school, no change in neighborhood

37; (For private school children only) Did your child (64)

ever attend Shepherd School? Why did you withdraw

him? ,

1 - No (65)

2 - Academic difficulties
3 - Racial difficulties

4 - Social difficulties
5 - Shepherd,was adequate, but priviate school better

6 - Kindergarten only
7-- Other
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38. Is there anything about your child's experience in inter

racial liVing- that we haVem't talked about which you would

like to share with me?
a

Code into above categories.

4P.

9

134*
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TABLE 10

RACIAL COMPCGITICN OF THE-COMMUNITY PUBLIC ELEMFMNRY

SCHOOL GRADES 1 TO 6, OCTOBER'1971 TO 1975 INCLUSIVE

Ion%

1971*, 1972* 1973 1974' 1975

-492- :435 401 -7-407 381

BLACK 353 342' 321, 321 ., 310, ?
(BLACK OR A

NEGRO) ..

'OTHERS 139 93. .68 . 79 . 66

(WHITE OR
..

CAUCASIAN) . .

SPAINSH
SURNAMED

(HISPANIC)

ASIANS
lotuarkw,
OR .PACIFIC
ISLANDER)

AMERICAN
INDIAN
(AMERICAN'
INDIAN OR
ALASKAN

,NATIVE)

A

1

5 3

OTHER ,.OR 26%, 21% 17% -19%

WHITE AS A
PEHCIIIT -OF -

IRE TOTAL

*During 1971 and 1972, racial categories included only black
and others.

1

1.

1
Categories in parentheses used in 1975.

135
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TABLE 11

RACIAL CCMPOSITIN OF THEADISTRICT OF COLUMBIA SCHOOL SYSTEM

GRADES 1 TO 6, OCTOBER 1974 AND SEPTEMBER 1975,

1974 1975-_

'it

TOTAL-, 62, 988 -59,723

BLACK 59,833 56,466

(BLACK .oR

NEMO)

7 OTHERS 2,339 2022

(WHITE OR
CAUCASIAN)'`

SPANISH 518 452

SURNAMED
(HISPANIC)

ASIANS
(ORIENTALS .292,

OR PACIFIC
ISLANDERS)

AMERICAN
INDIAN
'(AMERICAN

INDIAN OR
ALASKAN

OTHER'OR
WHITE AS A
PERCEte OF

-,THE TO'T'AL

3.71%

1
'Categories in parentheses used in 1975.

136
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TABLE 12

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE BY RACE* OF THE COMMUNITY

Totals are for employed men and women over 16

. - . ,

Tbial All Racet Total Black Tbtal Other

2646.
,

Tbtal

(1) Professional &
Kindred, Nana- .1512

gerial and
Administrative

(2), Skeaand
/ Clerical

658

(3). Craftsmen, Fore- .

men & Kindred, 153
Operatives iriCl.

Transport

(4) Laborers and
Farm Workers

34

(5) Service Workers 289

.- and Private
Hodsehold Workers 2649

1440 .. 1206

Black Other %Black %Other

837 675 58.1 56.0,

298 360 20.7 29.8

,

99 54 6.9 4.5

34 2.3 0.0

AI/

172 117 12.0 9.7

,
1440 1246. 109.0 100.0

*Based on 1970'Censds Block Statistics

56

48-

40

% 32

24

16

8

0

Black [

Other

X

(1) (2)

137
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,TABLE 13

REFUSALS TO PARTICIPATE IN STUDY

Type of

Name Private School

Length-of
Residence in
Community

A Religious

Religious

C Secular

D Religious

E Religious .

F Religious

Religious

H Secular

17 years

t14 years

6 years

15 years

10 years

9 years

8 years

no data,
more than
-8 years

138

Reasons for Refusal

Study would be an invasion

of privacy. Family will

not answer questions on
race or religion.

Mother has'too much
-feeling about blacks
who.have-hutt and
harrassed-her children.
She feels family has
been .denied the benefits

-of the community.

Attitude scale might
have negative effect
by causing child to
become-ilnduly race

conscious.

Child claimed to have
been in two master's
studies and does not
want to participate. in

any more.

Mother and children
are too busy.

Study might sensitize
children to think
interracial living is
other than the norm.

Mother eager to partic-
ipate.' Child, refused.

'Family is too busy to
participate.
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TABLE 14

RESPONSES TO ATTITUDE SCALE BY ITEM

Standard
=Statement 0* 1 2 3 4 Mean Deviation

1. They work hard. 2 3 43 35 3.337 .668

2. They make good
teachers.

1 3 38 41 3.487 .628

3. I would like to live
next door to them.

2 6 28 47 3.446 .737

4. It is easy to be
friends with them.

4 5 38 36 3.277 .786

5. I would like to have
them come to eat ;at my

house.

29 43 3.361 .774

6. They are good neighbors.- 1 5 31 46 3.470 .669

7. They often hurt other. 9 12 34 28' 2.976 .962

-people's

8. I would be willing to 1 22 14 26 20 2.53,_ 7
..

1.135
marry 'one of them when ,

.Af

I grow up.
--;

,:,1 9: I would like to be in
a clud or on a team
with them.

0 5 26 52 3.566 109

10. They are honest. 3 1 50 29 3.265 .664

Il. They have done a lot
to help our country

3- 3 27 50 3.494 .739

12." I would not want to ask

any of them to a party.
0 0 16 67 3.807 .397

*No response.

139
r
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2

Standard

Statement 0* 1 2 3 4 Mean Deviation

13. I would like to go on 1 .3 28 51 3.554 .630

, a.picnic with them.

14. They are pretty dumb. 0 3 21 59 3.675 .543

15. They get excited over
litte things.

6 9 18 30 3.108 .870

16. I would like to have
one for my teacher
next year.

2 10 31 39 3.305 .781

17. It is a waste of money'
to send them to college.

2 12 69 3.807 .454

18. I would like to see one
of theM get elected

24 55 3.578 .701

President of the United

States.

Scaling Key: Items 1-6, 8-11, 13,4

16 and 18
5:4

4 = Agree
3 = Mostly Agree ,

2 = Mostly Disagrees
1 =-Disa'gree

140

Items 7, 12,. 14-15 and 17

4 = Disagree
3 = Mostly Disagree
2 = Mostly Agree
1 = Agree
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TABLE 15

SOCIAL- CLASS OF PARTICIPATING FAMILIES*

Class Public School Private School

I 21 19

II 13 5

III

IT 0 1

V 1 -o

Tbtal 37
= 25

*Based on "No-Factor Index of Social Position," August

B. Bollingshead, mimeographed.

141
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TABLE 16

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCES IN INTERRACIAL LIVING

Characteristics of

the Community

Number of previous experiences

.1 2 3.

'Less than 20% non-white 19 11

20-50% non-white
20 7 4

Over 50% non-white
25 10 6

Non-whites and whites

similar economically

30* 10** 3**

NonAdfites less
prosperous than whites

24* 22** 11**

Mean number of years in

the, community

3.46 3,18 5.

Standard deviation
2.49 2.56,, 3.09

*2 don't know responses

**1 don't know response-

There-were fifteen children in families where parents lived in

more than four interracial neighborhoods.

The mean number of years of residence in the community studied

for children was 6.94 years, standard
deviation 4.304, median

6.545.

142'
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TABLE 17,

CHILDREN IN FAMILIES WITH PRIOR INTERRACIAL EXPERIENCE

Activity

Attended racially mixed

1

school

Wbrked for civil rights
organization or active as

in volunteer civil rignts

Worked with blacks

Nunber of Children

61 (73.5%)

33 (39.8%)

67 (80.7%)

Other 24 (28.9%)

1
From grammar school through college.' Generally whites

were the majority group.

143
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TABLE 18

REASONS FOR ENTERING COMMUNITY-

Reason

City living

Racial integration

NeighbOrhoOd pretty

Tb be with Politically

like people

Tblerance of individual

differences'

Sense of community

Resident before racial

change

Other

Nineteen of thirty -seven publidschool families listed the

quality of the public,school as one oftheir four main reasons

for moving into the-dommunity.

Rank of Reason

1 2 3 4 'Ibtal

15 34 15 5 69

26, 12 6 17 61

11 13 21 11 56

0, 0 2 , 0 2

0 0 1, 1 2

1 2 5 3-- 11

4 0 0 0 4

15 9 12 8 44

144
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TABLE 19

FAMILY FREE TIME SPENT IN THEbCOMMUNITY BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

ti

Public Private

More than half in the

community

17 (37.8%) 22 (57.9%)

Half in, half out 13 (28.9) 9 (23.7%)

Less than half in the

canmunity

15 (33.3%), 7 (18:4 %)-

Chi-square analysis showed no statistically significant

difference between the two groups..

TABLE 20

PARENTAL PERCEPTION OF SCHOOL'S ROLE IN CHILD'S PROGRESS

ToublIc* Private

Neutral-

Hdlps

Hinders

14

25

6

(31.1%)

(55.6%)

(13.3%)

10

28

0

(26.3%)

(73.7%)

Chi-square analysis showed not statistically significant

difference between the two groups.

II

145
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TABLE 21

USE OF COMMUNITY SCHOOL BY PRIME SCHOOL GROUP AND REASCUS

FOR LEAVING; (IF AFTER FIRST GRADE)

Number*

15

'13

Never attended carmunity school

Kindergarten only reasons for

leaving

0
Racial reasons

6
Academic reasons

4
Social reasons

1
Public school adequate, private

better

5 Other

*Number is greater than private school sample total as same

parents gave more than:one reason for leaving the school.

TABLE 22-*

DESIRED CHANGE IN RACIAL COMPOSITION

Number

41 (49.4%)

23 (27.7%)

19 (42*21)

a

4ce

No change desired

Wtah,community were more whites

Wish, school were whiter (public'

school group only)

Mere children lived in families which wanted to change racial.

composition, their families uere most likely to want the school

or community, especially their immediate area, to be about 40%

white.

I43
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